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CHAP~ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The 'Problem 
The problem of this i,nvestigation was to discover the 
cause, or causes, of pupiJ+ failure in order· to find a means 
! 
of reducing the number of 1 failures at X High School. To do 
this; the writer 1 believing that the major causes would 
emerge clearly enough to enable them to be isolated and 
treated, made a study of G}.ll business education pupils who 
failed one or more subjects. 
That failures are noy exclusively a local :problem is 
i 1 
supported by Humphreys an~ Traxler in Guidance Services_. 
l 
The failure of studeli:rts to meet the required 
.standarQ.,s of scholarship is a problem that is ~ommon to all educational institutions. Such 
failure is indicat.ed I. in a variety of ·:e-orms, as 
follows; I 
1. The student receives failing marks at 
the end of a term. 
2. The student unexpectedly fails his courses 
after one or more terms of satisfactory marks. 
3. The student receives failing ma:r-ks at the 
end of a marking period--at mid-term, for example. 
4.- The student fails to achieve up to his 
capacity., 
Th,ese authors2 go on to say 
In handling such a student 1 the administration 
of a school or a college must answer questions such 
Humphrey, Anthony and Traxler, Arthur E. Guidanc 
Services, Science Research Associates, Inc., 1954, p. 2~1. 
2Ibid., p. 271. 
as the following: Recognizing that the student•s 
failing marks in and of' themselves oonstitute a 
kind of' punishment, should the administration levy 
any other penalty against this :failing student? 
Should such a penalty be imposed without couns~ling 
the student? 
2 
All efforts in studying the failures of the Business 
Education Department at the school. in which this survey was 
made~ were designed to determine what caused the pupils to fail, 
so that it could be determined lf' there really was any penalty 
involved in the failure itself', or if' :perhaps some additional 
penalty, namely, requiring the :pupil to repeat the subject, 
should be imposed with the hope that, because of' the :penalty, 
there would be a lowering of the failure rate among the 
business education :pupils in the school. 
The writer questioned the theory that in the pupil's mind 
there was any real penalty involved in failure or failing 
grades. Although specific data on the subject are lacking, 
experience had shown that failing a pupil did not particularly 
disturb him, nor did it particularly stimulate him to do a 
better job. However, this problem was approached with an open 
mind, and with the pertinent and available data an effort was 
made to evaluate the information at hand in such a way that, if 
a pertinent fact were present, it would be discovered. 
Delimitation 
One of the first problems was to determine the best report 
period upon which to base this study. 
3 
Some teachers. believe in the theory that by gi v.ing a 
lower grade at the :first report card period they will create 
a desire on the part o:f the :pupil to do better work, and thus 
raise· his grade in later periods. Many other teachers operate 
on the theory that the basis for better work .is encouragement, 
and so tend to be more lenient on the first report card grade. 
This theory is more or less based upon the idea that the pupil; 
knowing that his work has been generally unsatisfactory, and. 
realizing tha·t he has been given the benefit of the doubt, 
will strive to do a better job during the next period. 
After some considera.tion of the possibilities of the 
effects o:f these two theories; it was :felt that one of these 
groups would probably off-set the other and that a good average 
set o:f conditions and data would be :provided by the grades 
taken :for the :first report card period. Therefore, it was 
decided to base this study on those ~upils who were failing 
at" the end of the ;first grading perio<t .. o -· 
There was no real model e.r ;previous study of this kind 
upon which to pattern the procedure,. except an experimen-tal 
one made by the writer during the previous year~ The experi-
ence acquired in making this previous stud.y helped to eliminate 
many useless steps and served as a guide in the selection o;f 
data and methods of compiling statistics. 
e/ lt migh·l; be noted here that analysis o:f the grades at the 
end. of the :first :ranking :period o:f the year confirmed the 
theory that tlie same general characteristics an.ct the same 
general types o:f pupils were found in "the group under' 
investigation in this study as were ~ound in the g~ou:p con~ 
sidered in the :previous stu.d.y~ 
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This school has a. weaJ-th of' test data and au:.pplementary 
data available ill the guidance and horne "rtsiting departments; 
the :failures were analyzed :i:n relation to the :following data; 
1. The lntelJ.igenoe Quotient o:f the :pupil 
2 ~ The educational age of the pupil based. on a 
s-tandardized. test: 
3'.• The reading vocabulary based on a ·standardized test 
4~ Reading comprehension as shown by a standardized 
test 
5. .Ari tbmetic reasoning based on a standardized test 
6 •· Ari tbmetio :funda.m.entals ba.sed on a standa:rdized 
test 
7,. The total grade placement of the :pupil based on a 
standardized test 
s., Personal opinions of business education teachers 
who had f'ailed a :pupil .d~ring the period under study 
9. The past failUre record o:f each pu:p:tl 
10., The promotional background o:f the pupil 
11. oondu.cii reports of: each :failing pupil as shown by 
the official records 
12. Absence and tardiness record of each :fail:lng :pupil 
13 ~ The guidan(}e recouunendations made when the :pupil 
selected his :fi.eld o:f study 
14 •. The opinion o:f the pupil himself a.s to why he tailed 
5 
All o;f the test :resul ta in the various fields used as a 
basis for analysis in this study were taken from the of:Eice 
records of the school in which the sttl.d.y was made~ :Every 
pupil il1 this· school is gi.ven an achi.evement: test a:t "the ninth-
grade level and the test resu.l ts become a :part of M.s six-
year record card for this school! The test given at this 
school is the stanford .Achievement Test--Advanced Bat-tery, 
:Partial 1 Form K, Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-. 
Hudson,; New York. 
A grea:t d.eal of importance is :placed on tbis test and i t.s 
results ·by the school de:p·a.rtment, tor it was selected only 
a.:fter extensive investigation and experlme:n::hation by the 
Guidance and Research ))apartment. Beoau.se of the im:pcn:tance 
attached to the results o:f this test by lo.cal school authorities, 
it was :felt that by basing the study at least in :part., on these 
test data, the standard o:f measurement. considered a.u:thentio by 
the local scho.ol department :for the pupils with whom this 
study was concerned would be closely approached. 
AS might be expected, no attempt was made to determine' 
a relationship between all ot the data derived. from this te:st 
and eacb a:f the subjects failed'- but' an attempt was made to. 
determine i~ there was any relationship between the test scores 
in reading or language ana :fa.i.lure in stenography or English, 
or any other subject involving the primary :requirement o.:f 
reading. The wri.ter also sought to determine whether any 
6 
relationship existed between the test scores in arithmetic and 
such subjects as bookkeeping and typewriting~ 
Furthermore; .sin<J:e so much has been .said and wri irten about 
the value .. o:f the :pupils' I.Q~ 's 1 an effort was made to deter-
mine if' this score ,could be used in any way as an indicator o£ 
:possible :failure, o:r :perhaps as a basis o:f :prognosis in the 
:field of :failures~-
One approach to this problem was to secure the opinions 
of the business .education teachers concern.ed~ They were asked 
to give as impersonal and unbiased opinion as possible in 
stating their reasons for :failure., so that the data might be 
as :free :from :personal likes and dislikes as. possibleli It was 
realized that tn dealing with personal op:l.nion data the inf'or-
mation obtained may be inf'luenced by teacher-pupil relatio.nsh:ip; 
hence, in talks with teachers the importance of an impartial 
point o:f view was strongly stressed~ 
.Another approach to the :problem was to secure the opinions 
of the individual pu.:pils as to why they had :failed. Pupils 
were not required to sign the questionnaire. It was :felt that 
if the pupil honestly thought his failure was due to prejudice 
on the part of the teacher, he might hesitate to say so over 
his signature, in fear o:f retaliation. On the other hand, 
the questionnaires were coded., so that the reasons could be 
identified with the pupils givin~ them; and the reason gi.ven 
by the :pupil could be matched with that given by the teacher. 
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A copy of the questionnaire used to secure the data from 
the pupils will be found 1n the Appendix. 
The group studied in this investigation was made up of 
all the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth-grade business education 
pupils who failed one or more subjects aii the end of the first 
ten-week report period in the X· High School for the year 1954-55· 
A check of the enrollment :f'igu.res for the school at that 
time showed a total of 316 pupils taking the business education 
courses.. !fuis :figu:re for total enrollment was made u:p 0:f 136 
tenth-grade :pupils, 93 eleventh-grade pupils, and 87 twelfth-
grade pupils. 
The senior high school enrollment in this school was 
687 at the time of this study. The enrollment in business 
education subjects was 316, or 46 per cent of the total senior 
high school enrollment. 
Definition of Terms 
.Among the terms used in this study that will need 
defining is tlfailure. 11 The grading system in this school is 
based on the :fo1lowingt 
A • 90-100 per cent 
B :: 80-89 per cent 
c 70-79 per cent 
L = 65-69 per cent 
D - Below 65 per cent or :failure 
-
8 
The :failing group was the one with which the wri-ter was 
conoerp.ed in this study; hence, tb.e t'erm :;failure as used P.erein 
means the grade below 65 per cent on a 100 per cent so alee· 
Mean is that point in the range above and below which 
there is an exactly equal nmnber o:f units of deviation. 
Assignment, as used in this school systeml means the 
advancing f'rom one grade to another Without satisf'aatorily 
aompleting the work of the lower grade and moving on a temporary 
basis. 
X High School is a si:l( .... year school o:f approximately 11'850 
pupils and 70, :faculty members., The Junior High Unit ts eom,.. 
prised o:f Grades 7 1 8 1 and 9; the Senior High Unit, o:f Grades 
10 1 11, and 12~ is divided into ~he Oo;re Curriculum and Elective 
Subjects. Thus, a :PUJ;>il ;is no-t enrolled in any pa.rt'icu.lar 
course, and other than the :few required subjects, he may elect 
a.ny subjec.t he so desires; provided it can be f'itted into his 
program. 
Business education subjects consist of bookkeeping, 
stenography, typewr::Lting, clerical office practice, o:f:fiae 
machine work,. and salesmanship. 
Value of this Study 
Failures in school are a blot on any educational system, 
it is believed .. , Mentally defective children are either con-
fined to an institution, or are at least handled in specialized 
9 
ole.ssee apart :t'rom the regular classroont groupe; henae, .1 ~ .muet 
be concluded that the av~:rage tea~her is dealing fti th pupil..e. 
whose minds are Qapable o:f' absorbing and :r~t'aining information, 
The fact :remains that pupils in :c-ather large :r:u.1.mbers ~$ 
not acquiring ·subject lfl.atter int'o:ttnation, "that is, to the 
extent which would enable them 1m do a ttpa~.using gra.dett of' 
work. Teachers in ·bhe tmainess educatiol:l f'ielQ., as well as 
tea.ohers in all fi$ld.e of ed:o.:oe:tion, should: be oono;e:rned with 
this situation. If the presumption that teaohers are dealing 
with pupils o:f average int&llig9:noe is oor:reot .t then wb.y" ~e 
so many of these pupils :faili~ to meet the grade standards 
set up as the "measu.r1ng at1ok'1 ef attai.nmentt 
It is not juet e. matter o:f placing tb.e blame ;f.o.l£' :fa11UJ:'e 
on someone 's shoUlders; it i$ more e. matt$-:t: o:f a'ti1em;pt:Lng to 
retnedy a bad situa:tion* The. eduaatiotJ.al system aosts the 
government a large smn oi' m.one;r ee.ah year, and :tt is a nega-
tive economy i:f pupils tail to ao.quire an e<J:noation !'rom their 
school a:ttendanoe. 
It is believed "that i:f' the cause or oauaes of :f'aUures 
ooul4 be dete.rmined; step$ oenld possibly be taken 'to remed.;r 
a. bad situation., 
].lfo assumption WacS tne.de iibat this study was goi:m.g to 
provide a "'magic wand n which would elimine..te the problem of 
:failures, but it prooeded with the idea tha:t:, it one or two 
pertin$nt ~ao~s could be learned that would tend to·lessen 
····~ 
10 
'the f"ailu~ rat-Je., soDutthill! misfit h&tv• been a,qQ•pliahed 'Ul'u\t 
waa wtll worth the etfon. 51nt)$ fflil'tU!'es fU"a a proul• in. 
~l $Oh.O<>l$, it ia bo-p.a tha~ s,_e 1.nforma;t1on would be :t~~. 
coritt1na ftO!Il thia etu4.y 'that ~oul.d oo:n~e1vably be uafJd by o'Shers 
1n deal ins, with their· o?Ql :tailuX'e· proliletlls .. 
Tlle ·~Ptat&!Q&n.t and naiiu:ce o:t thfl' problem 1$ inalud.ed u 
Obapt$:t' :£. Ohap'te~ l:I review• seleo:ted relatl!'td 11 ttbl."atu.re 
on th$ lltl.b;j$ot o!' te.Uureth Th$ inf'ol'mati(rn for Cba.pt$r Il 
"u: .ob'ta1ned f':rOB.I booka; ,, P•:ti.odic.hll.$, and reaearah sinld:i..os •. 
In Chapter III th~ preY<:t<e<i'Q.res :f¢>ll<med in maki:ng thie 
SU:t:'Vtif are atated • 1'he V4lt'itlU$ teat da.tfl resuJ. 'ts i'rOta the, 
St~ord At>bieveautn't Te·~t-.-.Adv~$4 !at:telzy', Partial;; Jiom it, 
oonqJJ.u.a:ton, and ~O-ommtndatio:ns ar• matte from th& data 
iained 't'hrooe;h th~ s1Jtu1:r on fQlu:rfiEJ. 
OR.Al?TERII 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESE.ARQR AND. RELATED :LITERATURE ON THE 
PROBLEM OF SCHOOL FAILURES 
It is :frequently diff'icult to come to a commGiil. de:finit~oll. 
on the t-enn 11 school :failure~ n but rese$.rch 'shows that causes 
o:f school :failu.:re are certainly common to all section~ of the 
country. ot:K:eefe1 interprets "school :t'ailuren as, "the 
inability of a pupil to accomplish what the indiVidual 
teacher h8:s decided shou.ld. be a.ocom:plished ~· 11 Stl,.ll another 
d.e:fini tion is given by Kee:t:e2 who in-terprets soho®l :failure 
as, "the non~compliance on the part o.:f the pupil i).-e mee-t tl!,e 
minim'tllll requirements of accomplishment set by the school. 11 
Failure iJl gerieral. as defined by Webster3 is: 
l!> A falling short, ;tack 0r de:fioiency 
2. Omission to perform 
3. Lack o:f success 
1o •Kee;fe, Edward .Andrew, SchoO>l Failure: The :Problem 
and. Its Causes as Determined .. Ez Objective StudiesOiii>mple"ted 
Be'tWeen l92:l anal945, Masterts Thesis, Boston University, 
1947' pp :-t='2-:- --
~eefe, Helen Francest A Study of' Causes of Failure. 
With Special Re:ference. to G:rad.e X, Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1943 1 P• ~. 
3
webster, Merriam. 1 A··, Webster's Students Dictionary f'or 
Upper School Levels, American 1\ook O®mpany, N~Y.,. 0inofimati, 
Ohicago, Boston, Atlanta,. 1938, 1943· 
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A:n attempt will be made to back Up the statement made 
earlier that basically the causes for school failure today 
are pretty much the same in all areas; with perhaps, only a 
slight variance .:l.:n some areas because of eeono:mi.c conditions •. 
Keefe for the most part agrees with O'Keefe in g;Lnng 
the causes for school failure, but she does not agree with 
him in the order o:f.im:portance of these causes. Qoxel asserts 
that absence has more influence on :failures than :intelligence~ 
While both Keefe and Q 'Keefe have done studies on :fai.lures, 
one was done on the tenth-grade level, ancl the other was a 
general study~ One must realize that tenth~grade failures 
are more numerous than failures in grades eleven ancl twelve 
for various reasons, namely t difficulty in making ad ju.stmenirs 
to the high school level~ immatur:ity of a tenth,..,grader, 
frequently pursuing the work in a builcling new to him.:t and 
in many cases, facing several teachers during the course of 
the day where he formerly had only one teacher for all subjects. 
As trivial as these may seem to an adult, to an adolescent all 
the above mentioned are flmaj or problems. tl. 
Q1Kee:fe2 states further that, "the one objective :fact 
connected with school failure---one ev.identl.y acceptable to 
all--is that the student Who has failed must' repeat the grade 
1 00xe 1 W ~ W., "Causes of Failure J.n High School, tt Bureau 
Education Research, Ohio Btate University, Vol. II, May 2, l943, 
:PJ?· 151-132. 
2 
o•Keefe, loc. oit.-
J.3 
or course in which he did not receive a passing grade. n 
Perhaps this is true in some areas, but with the trend 
definitely toward social promotion today, O'Keefe's state-
ment is not acceptable to all. In this study every effort was 
made to show, by means of material taken from actual records, 
where pupils who have failed subject after subject have been 
permitted to go on. The study which o•Keefe made was done in 
1947, and even at that time social promotion was very much in 
vogue in many of our larger school systems; therefore, the 
writer cannot agree with his statement. 
Keefe,l in her study completed in 1932, stated in her 
conclusion that the school is in large part responsible for 
failure because it does not provide an adequate guidance 
program, nor can individual differences be provided for as 
the classes are too large. This, too, cannot be accepted as 
absolute fact~ X High School has, what is considered by many 
authorities, an excellent guidance program, and during the 
past few years the classes in the senior unit have been smalJ'~er; 
yet, there has not been any appreciable decrease in the number 
of failures as a result of these factors. 
How can this be explained in the light of the above? 
Since the installation of the guidance system and its develop~ 
ment and expansion, there has been a tendency to direct into 
1 Keefe, op. cit., P• 97. 
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business education work~ , those people with the lower I~ Q .• t s 1 
and to stress college preparatory work for the higher I .. Q~ 
group, regardless of the interest of the student, and whether 
the financial status o:f the :family permitted college attendance. 
Also an. attempt will be :made in this study to show weak-
nesses in earlier studies. With a change in times must 
naturally come a change in educational policies. Let us not 
lose sight of the fact that the :pupil and the home contribute 
in very large measure to the causes o:f failure; however, i:t is 
believed that the school should, and must, assume its share of 
responsibility" A few years agc 1 a leading national magazine, 
Life, :published a special issuel called •tunit-ed States Schools---
They Face a Crisis .. 11 The issue brought out many pr~s and cons 
on various educational issues. A :public opinion poll conducted 
by Elmo Roper for this edition disclosed that 
tt ~· • • todayt s :parent is inclined to feel that the 
school., good or bad, is just as responsible as 
he :for most. of the upbringing o:f his child. In 
the old days it was :fel"b that the school.ts job 
was to teach reading, writing, arithmetic, and 
little else~ BUt now, the survey shows some 
90 per cent o:f the general public :feel that it 
is also the school t s busi.ness to train the 
whole child--even to the extent of teaehing 
him honesty., fair :play, considerati.o:m. o:f2 others, and a sens.e of right and wrong~" 
lRoper Survey, tfUnited States Schools--They Face a 
Crisis,n'Life Magazine, October 16, 1,950, 29!11-192. 
2 Ibid .. , :P~ 11 .. 
·.~ 
.< 
True, the :pupil and the home are not 100 per cent to 
blame for failures; but neither can the school assume the 
entire responsibility; if any headway or :progress is to be 
made with this serious problem, the responsibility must not 
be shifted; this must be a cooperative project, 
That there is immediate present-day concern with this 
problem o:f failures is evidenced further by those teaching 
at the college level in such articles as:; 11 Education For 
All Is Educa;tioh for None,_ n by Douglas Bu.sh, Professor o:f 
English and Walter Ohanni.ng Fellow, at Harvard Un.iversi ty. 
.. ~ • the principle o:f education :for all, however 
fine in theory,· in :practice ·u:lt'imately leads to 
education for none. In other words, the ideal of' 
education for all :forces acceptance of the prin-· 
oiple that the function of education is primarily 
social and political :rather than purely intelleo·.-
tual; if school standards are geared to an almost 
invisibly low average there is not much real educa .... 
tion avai.lable fQr·anyone,. even :for the gi:fted • 
• • ,. there has been an appalling growth of 
illiteracy at all level.s, even in the graduate 
schoois. . 
••• At every commencement ®ne wonders how many 
ef the hordes of new bachelors o:f arts can speak and 
write their own language with elementary decency, ~r 
read it with understanding. . • • .And illiteracy, 
and contentment with ij:li teracy, are only symptoms 
of general shoddiness~ 
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Earlier in this chapter it was stated that there was an 
ever increasing tendency in this school to suggest a college 
education for the higher I. Q. group. Bush2 further backs up 
1 Bush,, Douglas, "Education :for All Is Education for 
None," New York Times, Section 6, January 9, 1955, p .• 13. 
2 Ibid., P~ 32. 
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the· belie:f that many people without college training can lead 
very happy and useful li.ves; He states 
I thi:ok the need :for :formal education l;>.eyond high 
school would be much lessened and the quality of 
both secondary and higher.edu.cat:ton Qbviously 
raised i:f the colleges and uni.versities, getting 
the :public behind them, made a concerted a,nd 
e:t'f'ectu,al demand that the schools do their preper 
work and do it better than a great many schools 
have been doing it. 
On page 2, the sta;tement was made that the writer was not 
in agreement with O'Keefe when he assumed that a :pupil who 
f'ailed a subject or a grade would of neoessi ty repeat that 
sttbjeot or grade. It was said that an attempt w0Uld be made 
to show evidence that pupils who have not met the nquirements 
had been permitted to go on to the next gra,de; this was 
attributed to the present-day trend, not only in this school; 
but in many larger school' systems; toward social promotion, 
Now :t t is :found that Bush1 is apparently very much di.sturbed 
over this very thing, for he says 
If we spent on the exceptional students a traction 
o:f the time and money we have spent on nursing 
lame ducks .t there weuld be considerable change in 
the quality of education~ 
Many of these ttlame duck·sn are assigned through the junior 
high·. school grades, only to crop up again as fail11re.s in the 
senior high unit. 
Within the past few months several articles have been 
written on the problem of' school failure and what to do about 
17 
i "t. · One very recent article,. which, in theory, was a s eeond 
· chapter in a classroom teacher symposium on the growing ~r®blem 
of unruly students, had in it" an excellent comment" made by 
Harold.S. Vi.ncenttl in which he said, in s~ary, "trhat it is 
generally a recognized ~act that in the public school program 
no real provision is .made for the l.ow ability pupils who 
simply cannot grasp the subject matter given to the gr0up ~ 
. the regular classr~H~m ~ He goes on to point eut. that. in some 
instances, the pupil may be of average abili t·y, bu:t he simply 
is allergic to school and, pecause of' this, the school can d®: 
little for him. ~hese people can become a disrupting factor 
in the class :room and some proVision sheuld be made for them. 
He ~uggest"s that special classes be established in which 
teayhers could have a small number of pUpils who weuld be 
given more individual atte:p:tion, and who could work pretty 
much a~ they ple;;~,sed ~ .Another s1.1ggesti on made was the estab-
lisbment·®:f vocation~l schools that might relieve the regular 
junior and s~nior high school o~ the lazy and ngoldbricking" 
··. --~- ,, 
students. If this were possible, much good m:lght' be accom-
plished. .Ainong the things that such a progra.m might accom-
plish weuld. be that schools ceuld. concentrate on do:Ulg a much 
better job in basic inst:ro.ction, standards of competence c®uld 
1 
Vincent 1 Harold S ~, 1~iscipline or Disorder, tt The 
.Am-erican Teacher Magazine; February, 1955, Vol~ 39,-
Number.:;, :P. 13-.14-. 
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be maintained, and the high school diploma would be given 
validity for business and industry as well as for institutions 
o:f higher lea:rning,.. Again in this article it is pointed out 
that student indifference about school work, work habits and 
social attitudes 1 has its roots in the aommunity,l and the 
school alone cannot accomplish what it would like to without 
the assistance of all concerned. 
That there appears to be grave concern about school 
failure and school drop,..ou;ts is :further evidenced by an article 
which appeared in the Sunday New York Times2 January 30, 1955 .. , 
This is an editorial which comes right to the point and in 
brief' but emphatic form., gives the reasons for both drop-outs 
and school :failures .. , While drop-outs are a major problem in 
some communities~ in this school such is not the case; however, 
on the subject of fai.lures, there is much in the article that 
ties in very closely with the problem of :failures in this school. 
The New York Times editorial is based on a 256-~age report 
on "Guidance i.n the Curriculum," issued as the 1955 Yearbook 
of' the Associatien o:f Supervision and Curriculum Developme:nt~ 
The yearbook committee consisted of a group o:f si.:x: prominent 
1Fitzpatrick, James :tr~, nDisoipline or Disorder;., ~e 
.American Teacher Magazine, .Feb:ru..a.:cy, 1955, Vol •. 39, Number 3, 
PP~ 13-14, 
2Fine, Benjamin, "Guidance and Counseling for the ?upils 
Wh.e Might Otherwise Drop Out o:f School, u .The New York Times, 
January 30, 1955, P• E-9. 
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... 
educators, headed by Camilla M ~ Low of the University of 
Wisconsin. The first point worth commenting on is the state-
ment to the effect that many of the high school failures c~ 
be 'traced to inadequate counseling in the lewer grades. The 
article goes on to say that guidance is not the sole respon~ 
sibility of any ttspecial guidance bureau, n but rather it is 
the day-by-day job of the classroom teacher. These yearbook 
authors go on to say that classroom teachers cannot hope to 
fit the school program to a pupil if teachers are not permitted 
to combine instruction with gu.ida.nce~' When counseling is 
separate, a child pr.ometed from one level to the next is 
naturally expected to be prepared for the work of the next 
grade. When this same child does not measure up, he is then 
referred to the guidance specialist and the teacher expects 
that in short order he will measure up. If this does not 
happen, and many times it does not, the teacher may resolve 
the_:p.ro.bJ,.e_m. simply by allowing the child to drift along, send 
him on to the next grade, where the pattern is repeated~ 
Similar unhappy consequences resul 't on the high school level, 
as indicated in the following statements :from the New York 
Times editorial. 1 
When adjustment to individual differ~naes is solely 
the responsibility of tb.e counselors and (j)ther 
guidance specialists, the educational experiences 
of:fered to boys and girls cannot be well suited -b® 
the interests and needs of the individual child, 
the yearbook says.. 'No outside :person•-principal, 
school :psychologist or counselor---can acoomplish· 
as much as the teacher. who ef:Eecti vely &sEmmes his . 
role as a guide to indiVidual boys and girls. 
. . 
• • f. In urging that classroom teaching be made 
inseparable from guidance, the educators who 
prepared the comprehensive report recognize tha..11 
they . are taking an unpopular view~ · 
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!n conclusion) it oa:p. be said that. earlier studies made 
on this problem of failures were good and up-to,...date at the 
time they were made, 'but many changes have occurred in 
educational :policies in the past ;few years, and with these 
' 
changes must .naturally have come otner reasons for. f'ailu.re. 
It is the desire €lf the writer to br2ng the reader up-to-date 
on this very grave and timely problem of school failures as 
seen at this time and ln. th!s study •. 
··e 
,t."'· 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The first step in the approach to this pro bl ern. was to 
secure permission :from. the principal of the school in which 
the study was made to make use of the ®:fficial sohoel reco:rds 
as a source o:f statistical data f@r the study. Summary sheets 
for the tabulation o:f these statistical data were prepared. 
Immediately following the close o:f the first grading 
·· period, all business education teachers were requested. to 
send an alphabetical list of failing pupils to the office of 
the Head of the Business Education Department. Here these 
:pupils were r~grouped by homerooms in order to :facilitate the 
gathering of data from the permanent record cards in the 
school office, where all records are kept on a hqmeroom basis. 
After the names of the failing pupils had been arranged 
by grade and homeroom on statistical data summary sheets, the 
f'ollowing data :for each failure were taken from the :pupils' 
:permanent record cards which included the following: 
l. The r. Qo figu.:r;e 
2 ~ The educational age 
3.. Reading vocabulary 
4. Reading comprehension 
5. Arithmetic reasoning 
6. Ari throe tic fundamentals 
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7. Total grade placement 
8, The past ~ailure rec®rd of each pupil 
9. The :promotional backgroud G>:f the pupil 
10. C0nduct record 
11. Absence and tardiness rec®rd 
The first seven factors of' the :foregoing list were derived 
:from the results of the standardized tests gi-ven to all pupils~ 
The :test were taken from re:Yutine school recerQ.s ~ 
The list of' i'ailures was then submitted to the guidance 
counselors and the writer talked wi·th them regarding the 
reo0m:mendations that had been made with relation to the placing 
· o:f these pupils in the subject areas where they had failed. 
The next step was to ask each business education teacher 
wh® had failed these pupils to give a brief; impersonal reason 
why the pupils had failed. 
The final step in the gathering of' the data was to submit 
to each :failing pupil a questionnaire upon which the pupil 
could give his or her reason_: w:P.Y ns or she :failed~ This was 
. ' j ., '. ' ' : 
given to eaoh,pupil in a separate sealed envelope, and contained 
a plain unmarked envelope :for the pupil t s use in returning the 
completed questionnaire. 
After all the basic data for the study had been assembled, 
the data were sorted, grouped, classified, and analyzed in 
various ways :for the :purpose of' ascertaining if there was, in 
any or all o:f this material, a clue or :reason that- could be 
used as a "consiian:t" to indicate :failure. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
on page 4 are listed the various f'actors that were 
investigated in connection with this prob]em of :failure 
as :far as the business education pupils were concerned. 
Since there were no particular :formulae established upon 
which this study could be based the problem had to be solved 
by a series o:f trial .... and-error procedures, back of' which 
was the hope that :from one or more o:f these procedures there 
would emerge an answer to the primary question,. In other 
words, much the same mental attitude was assumed as that of' 
the laboratory worker whot with a basic problem in mind, 
adds ingredient after ingredient to his test tube in order 
to :find which, i:f any, of the various ingredients will give 
him the desired reaction. 
At this point all o:f the various ingredients necessary 
for this experiment were accumulated and were ready to be 
combined in various ways, with the hope that one or more o:f 
them would prove to be signi:ficantly indicative o:f :failure 
on the part o:f the business education pupils. 
To eliminate the possibility of the data, or study, 
causing any embarrassment to a pupil in the event that some 
o:f the material came to the attention of others, each of the 
pupils studied was assigned a number, and throughout the study 
all re:ference to individuals was on the basis of these numbers. 
A breakdown of the failing :pupils showed -the :following 
distribution by grades: 
36 failures in grade 10 
24 failures in grade 11 
26 failures in grade 12 
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This grouping is based upon the grade in which the pupil 
is registered and has nothing to do with the grade level of 
the subject failed. A classification :):f pupils on the basis of 
grade level of subject matter would be too complicated to be 
of any value. Many twelfth-grade pupils are taking courses 
that are catalogued as eleventh.or tenth~grade subjects, just 
as there are pupils who, because of :failure to pass a certain 
minimum number of points during a given year, are classified 
within a certain grade even though they may be taking a major 
portion of their subject matter in another grade~ 
For comparative purposes, pupils will be grouped in the 
grade in which they have been placed by the school authorities. 
In terms of percentage in relation to the total business 
education enrollment in e·ach of the grades under consideration, 
it was found that there was a 26.4 per cent failure in the 
tenth grade, a 25.8 per cent failure rate for the eleventh 
grade, all.d a 29.8 per cent failure rate :for the twelfth grade. 
The overall rate of failure for business education pupils was 
27 per cent. Table I shows the basic :figures :for these 
calculations. 
Grades 
10 
11 
12 
Total 
TABLE I 
BUSINESS EDUCATION DEPARTMENT ENROIJLMENT 
WITH PERCENTAGE OF FAILURES 
Total Number 
Enrollment Of' 
Failures 
1'36 36 
93 24 
. 87 26 
316 86 
25 
Per cent 
Of' 
Failures 
2~.4 
25.8 
29.8 
27. 
After assembling. and organizing all of the various 
data which. were to be used in an attempt to find some 
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reason or reasons for pupil failures, each of the factors was 
considered in the :following manner and order. 
Ailalysis of I.Q. 1 s of' Failing Pupils 
it was deci.ded that the first factor which the writer 
w~mld analyze would be the Intelligence Quotients of those 
pupils who :failed. ~he data showed these I.Q.'s to range 
from a low of 76 to a high o:f 131 as shown in Table II. 
Considering these I.Q~ 's by grade grou:ps, the tenth-grade 
:pupils who failed had I. Q. 's that ranged from a low of 76 
to a high of 130 as indicated. in Table III. The eleventh-
grad·e group had I. Q. t s ranging from a low of 89 to a high of 
113 as shown in Table IV, while the I .. Q. 1 s of the twelfth-
grade group ranged from a low o:f 77 to a. high of 131 as shown 
in Table v. 
In the desire to establish an "average11 for the I.Q. 1 s 
of the :failure group under consideration, it was decided to 
use the mean as the basis of comparison. This mean was 
seleated sim:ply because it was felt that the term ttave:rage" 
had so many loose meanings that the figures should be tied in 
with one specifically defined term, a te:rm. that is simply a 
synonym :for average, but whiah could. be kept to a constant 
meaning by defini.tion and formula. 
I.Q. 
131 
130 
128 
123 
120 
118 
117 
].16 
115 
113 
112 
111 
109 
108 
107 
106 
105 
104 
10} 
102 
101 
100 
99 
. 98 
97 
96 
95 
94 
93 
92 
91 
90 
89 
86 
83 
79 
77 
76 
TABLE II 
I.Q. 1S FOR ALL FAILURES 
Total 
Mean = 101.8 
FREQUENCY 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
1 
1· 
'1 
1 
3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
8 
2 
2 
4 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
1 
3 
2 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
86 
27 
130 
117 
116 
113 
11.2 
109 
108 
106 
105 
104 
103 
102 
101 
100 
99 
98 
97 
96 
95 
93 
91 
90 
89 
86 
83 
76 
TABLE III 
I • Q f " S F. OR TENTH GRADE FAILURES 
Total 
Range 54 points 
Average 100.5 
FREQUENCY 
1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
l 
l 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
2· 
l 
1 
l 
2 
2 
1 
2 
l 
1 
2 
l 
1 
3b 
28 
TABLE IV 
I.Q.tS FOR ELEVENTH GRADE FAILURES 
I ;Q. 
113 
l12.. 
109 
107 
105 
102 
100 
99 
98 
97 
96 
94 
93 
92 
90 
89 
Range 24 
Average 99.5 
Total 
FREQUENCY 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
24 
29 
30 
TABLE V 
I.O. 1 S FOR TWELFTH GRADE FAILURES 
I.Q. FREQUENCY 
131 l 
128 1 
123 1 
120 1 
118 1 
115 1 
112 2 
111 2 
108 1 
105 2 
102 1 
101 2 
100 ·1 
99 1 
97 1 
96 1 
95 2 
91 2 
79 1 
77 1 
Total 26 
Range 54 
Average 104.7 
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As to the de:finition of' the ttmean» it was previously 
stated that it is that point in the range above and below 
which there is an exactly equal number of units of deviation. 
All figuring was done on the basis of' grouping the I.Q,'s 
in units of a five point spread and working from an assumed 
mean in a frequency table. The formula :for this procedure 
is as follows~ 
Mean = Assumed Mean + fd/N x interval 
Perhaps the operation of this formula can best be 
illustrated by a detailed discussion, s·t-.e:p by step, using 
the frequency table f'or the en·l:iire group o:f 86 f'ailures, 
Table VI. 
In this :frequency table have been grouped the 86 I.Q.'s 
in intervals o:f :five in the first column. In column two 
are recorded the frequencies which were found the numbers 
occuring in each group. The total of this column equals N; 
or the number of cases studied in the problem. 
Column three (d) represents the deviation :from the 
assumed mean, which is the approximate mid-point of the 
100-104 group o:f I.Q.'s and, in this case is 102.5. This 
point was selected in preference to any other point because 
it appeared to be about the mid-point of the range m~ scores. 
In column 4 are carried out the :figures resul tiug :from 
multiplying the figures in column 2 by_ the ones in column 3, 
and then arriving at the algebraic sum (~) :for column 4. 
............... ----~~------------~~ 
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TABLE VI 
MEAN I .Q. fS FOR ALL FAILURES 
e 
I.Q.'s :f d :fd 
130-134 2 6 12 
125-129 1 5 5 
120~124- 2 4 8 
11.5-119 4 3 12 
110-114 9 2 18 
105-109 15 1 15 
100-104 . ·. 15 0 0 
95-99 17 -1 ..,17 
90-94 13 -2 -26 
85-89 4 -.3 -12 
80-84 1 -4 -4 
75-79 3 -5 -15 
N • 86 f'd .- 4 
M 
* 
102.27 ... 102.3 
Applying the formula, :M. = Assumed Mean -. fd x 5, and 
substituting the figures from Table VI, a mean I~Q •. for the 
86 failUres of 102~27 is found; 
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This same procedure was followed for each of the grade 
groups with the following results: Grade 10 had a. mean I. Q, 
of 101~3 (Table VII)~ grade 11, · 100 (Table VIII), and grade 12 
was 105~8 {Table IX)~ 
This group of figures would see:tn to-indicate that, as 
:far as this group of failures is concerned, they are, on the 
basis of their I.Q~ts, an average group, and that they repre-
sent a cross,..section o:f the entire senior high school enrollment. 
In the analysis of these I.Q. data, an interesting set of 
facts came to light. As was pointed out earlier in this study 
a similar analysis of failures was made in this school last 
year. The earlier study was based upon a different ranking 
period--o~e later in the year when, presumably; the pupils 
had become well adjusted in their school routine. 
One pertinent fact stands out when a comparison of the 
present study is made with the one made previously and that 
is the fact that, in both studies, there were a total of 
eighty-six failures in the three senior high school grades 
considered, and the percentages of pupils failing, both in 
total number failing and by grades, did not vary by one per 
cent from the figures derived in this study. Judging on the 
TABLE VII 
MEAN INTELLIGENC~ QUOTIENT FOR lOth GRADE 
I .Q .• IS 
130-134 
125--129 
120-124 
115-.119 
1],0-114 
105-109 
lQ0,-104 
95-99 
90•94 
85,..89 
80-84 
75--79 
f 
1 
0 
0 
2 
3 
6 
8 
7 
4 
3 
l 
1 
N ... 36 
M • 101.25 
d 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
:fd 
5 
0 
0 
4 
3 
0 
-8 
-14 
-12 
-12 
-5 
-6 
ij.'d = 45 
. - -
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TABLE VIII 
MEAN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT FOR THE ELEVENTH GRADE 
I.Q~ 's :f d :Ed 
110-114 2 3 6 
105-109 6 2 12 
100-104 3 1 3 
95-99 5 0 0 
90-94 7 -1 -7 
85-89 1 -2 -2 
Totals 24 :fd = +12 
M ·""' 
-
100.0 
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TABLE IX 
MEAN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT FOR THE TWELFTH GRADE 
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basis of these two years, one might conclude that this number 
was somewhat of a norm for the business education pupils of 
this school. 
are: 
Other interesting comparisons between these two studies 
1. For the entire group studied each yea:r the 
present group had a mean I,Q, of 102.3; while 
the mean I.Q. o:f the group previously studied 
was 101.8, or a difference of only five tenths 
of one point in eighty-si:x: oases. 
2, The mean I.Q, for the present tenth grade 
group of 36 failures was 101.3, while that 
of the previous group of forty tenth grade fail-
ures was 101. 2, an almost identical figure. 
3. The mean I. Q ~ for the present eleventh grade 
group of 24 failures was 100.0--again showing 
nb marked discrepancy in the two groups as far 
.as I. Q. 's were concerned. 
4. The mean I,Q. for the present twelfth grade 
group of 26 failures was 105.8, while the mean 
I.Q. for the 13 twelfth grade failures studied 
.;previously was 103.3. 
j 
Itw;puld appear from the above figures with •hich this 
study was concerned that a rather normal situation existed and 
that, based on a comparison of two groups taken one year apart, 
the failure group, as far as business education pupils are 
concerned, falls into the same range of I.Q.ts from year to year, 
A check on the I.Q.'s of all pupils in the tenth; eleventh, 
and twelfth grades, failures and non-failures, showed a mean 
I.Q. of 104.2, which seems to establish the fact that the 
failure group is very definitely a good. cross-section of the 
senior high school population. 
............. ------------------------~ 
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.Educational Age 
The second major point of consideration in this analysis 
of reasons for failures was a consideration of the educational 
age of this group of eighty-six. failures; as shown by the 
results o:f the standardized. tests given to all pupils in the 
school at the ninth ... grade level. 
All the calculations on this test were made in rela·tion 
to the grade level of the pupils at the time o:f the taking of 
the test, which was, in this instance,, at the 9-2 level, or 
at ·the second month of the ninth grade; therefore, all com-
parisons made in this section were made in relation to this 
9-2 position o'f the :pupils. For compara.ti ve and statistical 
:purposes, this basis of comparison seems to be a valid one. 
In Tables X) XI, and XII are listed the educational age 
figures for tb.e f'ailing :pu:pif.$ in grades 10, 11, and 12 
respectively.. In Table XIII is found a compilation of the 
educational age figures for the entire group of eighty-six 
failures.. Following the above tables of basic :figures as 
shown in Tables XIV, X:V, and XVI, there are frequency tables 
for these same figures, expanded to include the necessary data 
in order to :figure the mean educational age for each of the 
three grade groups considered in this study. Table XV!.I .shows 
the calculations used in establishing a mean educational age 
figure for the entire group of eighty-six failures. 
TABLE X 
EDUCATIONAL AGE OF THIRTY-SIX TENTH GRADE FAILURES 
EDUCATIONAL AGE 
15-10 
15-5 
15-3 
15~1 
14-11 
14-10 
14-7 
14-0 
13-11 
13-10 
13-9 
13-2 
13-1 
13-0 
12-11 
12-10 
12-9 
12-7 
12-6 
1~-4 
12-1 
12-0 
11-11 
11-8 
11-7 
11-2 
10-11 
10-5 
8-5 
Total 
Mean = 13-1 
FREQUENCY 
1 
2 
1 
.2 
1 
2 
1 
.1 
1 
.1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
.1 
1 
1 
36 
39 
TABLE XI 
EDUCATIONAL AGE OF TWENTY-FOUR ELEVENTH GRADE FAILURES 
EDUCATIONAL AGE 
14-0 
13-6 
13·-4 
13-3 
13-1 
12-10 
12-5 
12•3 
12-2 
12-0 
11.-10 
11-5 
Total 
FREQUENOY 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
8 
2 
1 
l 
24 
40 
TABLE XII 
EDUCATIONAL AGE OF TWENTY-SIX TWELFTH GRADE FAILURES 
EDUCATIONAL AGE 
17-0 
16-9 
16-3 
15-10 
15-4 
14-0 
13-6 
1.3-3 
13-l 
13-0 
12-10 
12-8 
12-5 
12-0 
ll-10 
11-7 
ll-5 
Total 
Mean = 13-7 
FREQUENCY 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
l 
2 
2 
l 
3 
3 
l 
l 
2 
l 
1 
26 
41 
TABLE XIII 
EDUCATIONAL AGE OF EIGHTY-SIX FAILURES 
EDUCATIONAL AGE 
17-0 
16-9 
16 ... 3 
15~10 
15-5 
15-4 
15-3 
15-1 
14-11 
14-10 
14-7 
14-0 
13-11 
13-10 
13-9 
13-6 
13-4 
13-3 
13-2 
13-1 
13-0 
12 ... 11 
12-10 
12 ... 9 
12-8 
12-7 
12-6 
12-5 
12-4 
12-3 
12-2 
12-1 
12-0 
11-11 
11-10 
11-8 
11-7 
11-5 
11-2 
10-11 
10-5 
8-5 
Total 
Mean • 13-1 
FREQUENCY 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
3 
I'll 
6 
1 
4 
l 
5 
2 
1 
7 
l 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
8 
1 
4 
1 
3 
l 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
86 
e 
TABLE XIV 
FREQUENCY TABLE OF 
EDUCATIONAL AGE OF THIRTY-SIX TENTH GRADE FAILURES 
Ed. Age 
.:f d :fd Months 
188-193 1 7 7 
182-187 3 6 lB 
l76~181 5 5 25 
170-175 l 4 4-
164-169 6 3 16 
158-163 l 2 2 
152.-157 6· l ~ 
146-151 3 0 0 
140-145 4 .,.J. -4 
134--139 3 -2 ... 6 
128-133 1 ... 3 -3 
122-127 1 -4 --4 
l16-l21 -5 0 
110-115 -6 0 
104..-109 -7 0 
98-103 l -s -8 
~ 
N ~· 36 :fd • 55 
M ·~· 13--l years 
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TABLE XV 
FREQUENOY TABLE OF 
EDUCATIONAL AGE OF ~ENTY--FOUR ELEVENTH GRADE FAILURES 
Ed. Age a. f'd Months 
164-169 l 3 3 
158-163 4 2 8 
152~157 4 l 4 
146-151 11 0 0 
140..-145 3 -l -3 
134-139 l -2 -2 
128-133 
N • 24 m-d - +10 
-· 
M = 12-1 
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TABLE XVI 
FREQUENCY TABLE OF 
EDUCATIONAL AGE OF TWENTY~SIX TWELFTH GRADE FAILURES 
Ed. Age 
:Months 
200-205 
194-199 
1:88-193 
182-187 
176-181 
170-175 
164-169 
158-163 
152-157 
146-151 
140-145 
134-139 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
9 
1 
3 
2 
N = 26 
M = 13-7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
.-2 
•3 
-4 
-5 
:fd 
18 
5 
4 
3 
0 
0 
0 
... ; 
.:..18 
-3 
-12 
-10 
-
~:fd = -16 
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.Ed~ Age 
Months 
200-205 
194•199 
188.-1.93 
182.-187 
176-181 
170-175 
164-169 
158-163 
152,.157 
146-151 
140-145 
134-139 
128-133 
122-127 
116-121 
110-115 
104-109 
98.-103 
TABLE XVII 
FREQUENCY TABLE OF 
EDUCATIONAL AGE OF EIGHTY-SIX FAILURES 
:f d 
3 9 
1 8 
2 7 
4 6 
5 5 
1 4 
9 3 
8 2 
19 1 
15 0 
10 ~-1 
6 -2 
1 
-3 
1 -4 
0 
-5 
0 -6 
0 
-7 
l -8 
N = 86 ~d 
M • 13 ... -1 years 
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;:fd 
27 
8 
:14 
24 
25 
4 
27 
16 
19 
0 
-10 
..-.12 
-3 
-4 
0 
0 
0 
-8 
·-, 
!If +127 
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It was found that the mean educational age for the entire 
group of eighty.-six failures was 13 ... 1, or 3-11 (three years, 
eleven months) above the actual grade placement for this 
group~ In other wo:rds, this group of eighty-six :pupils who· 
failed was not a retarded or backward group :from the stand,.. 
:point o:f grade placement, but were, insofar as their grade 
placement figures were concerned, a group that "averaged" 
well above their actual grade placement. 
In order to make a more comprehensive and more signi:f-
icant comparison, the educational age figures :for the entire 
business education enrollment was run through the calculator 
and the mean educational age found :for all enrollees of the 
department to be 13-3, so that once more, and :from another 
angle, the :fact was established that the failure group was 
an average cross-section o:f the entire enrollment. 
Comparing the eighty-six pupils who :failed this year 
with the failing group that was studied in this school last 
year, the mean educational age for this year's group was 
:found to be 13-1 and the mean educational age for the previous 
group was 12-8, a :fact that indicates that :from year to year 
the same general type of pupils :fail. 
A comparison between the thirty-six tenth-grade pupils 
who failed and the entire failing group showed, that the mean 
educational age for the tenth-grade group was 13-1, exactly 
the same as the mean for the entire eighty-six :pupils repre-
senting all :failures in the three grades studied. 
The mean educational age for the twe~ty-four eleventh 
grade failures was slightly lower than the overall mean, 
being 12.-1 against the overaf.l figure of 13-1. This repre-
sents one full year difference from the mean for the whole 
grOU:-9~ 
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Analysis of the twelfth-grade group of twenty-six fail-
ures shows a still different situation for, in this compar-
ison, the mean for this grade group was found to be about one-
haJ.f year greater than that of the group as a whole, or 13-7 
for the twelfth-grade group against 13-1, the mean for all 
failures in the three grades studied. 
A comparison between the educational age of this group 
and the chronological age shows that the mean chronological 
age for this group of eighty-six failures was 14-1. Check-
ing the educational age for these pupils against this figure 
it was noted that si~teen pupils had an educational age that 
was greater than their chronological age. 
The spread in educational age for the group studied. was 
:from a low of 8..-5 to a high of 17-0, or eight years and seven 
months. \ 
The tenth-grade group had a spread in educational age 
from a low of 8-5 to a high of 15-10, or seven years, :five 
months. This tenth-grade group contained the lowest educa ... 
tional age figure with which the writer had to deal, although 
the highest was not in ·t:;his group • 
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Considering the educational age spread of the eleventh-
grade group, it was ~ound that the educational age for this 
group ran from a low of 11-5. to a high of 14-0, or an overall 
spread of two years and seven months. This is a very much 
smaller spread than was found in either the tenth or twelfth-
grade group. These grade :failures were very closely grouped 
around the mean for the entire group studied. 
Analysis of the twenty-six twelfth-grade failures showed 
a spread of five years, seven months in their educational age, 
from a low of 11-5 to a high o:f 17-0. This class contained 
the highest educational age o:f the entire group and the_ spread, 
from low to high, was greater than that of the eleventh grade, 
although less than that of the tenth-grade group. · 
The study o:f the educational age for this group of 
eighty-six failures did not seem to provide anything particu-
larly significant as to a reason for pupils :failing in their 
school subjects. Obviously, the majority. o:f these pupils had 
an educational age somewhat below their chronological age~ a 
:fact that might be significant, if' the same conditions did 
not exis:t; in the 'group who did not :fail. · Since there was a 
direct parallel between the failures and non-failures on this 
:factor, no significance could be attributed to this :factor. 
Reading Vocabulary 
Another of the :factors that was thought might possibly 
have some bearing on pupils' failures was the reading 
abilities of the :pupils, The standardized ·ttest does test 
both the reading vocabulary and the reading comprehension 
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of the pupils and, since the school authorities place 
considerable value in 1 and dependence upon,- the standardized 
tests, they were considered to be an excellent ttmea.suring 
stick • 11 
Certainly the premise that an ability to read is an 
essential factor in the educational process cannot be con-
strued as an erroneous one, and it would appear that a 
general de'ficiency in ability to read might be a determining 
:factor in a pupil's :failure in any subject. 
run analysis was made of the reading vocabulary score$, 
:t'irst for the group as a whole and then by grades, to try 
to discover if there was anything of significance in these 
figures as they applied to this problem. Once again the 
mean figure was used to indicate the ttaverage" for comparative 
purposes. 
An analysis of the reading vocabulary :figures for the 
entire group of eighty-six failures showed a mean of eight 
ye~s, six months. This means that although this entire· 
group was measured at the 9-2 grade level :for reading 
vocabulary, their "average1~ reading vocabulary was at a 
level about eight months below their grade placement. ~is 
in itself, and considering the group as a whole, did not 
seem to indicate that reading vocabulary was of too much 
importance as a cause of :failure. 
This was :further borne out by a study of the range of 
scores in reading vocabulary for this group. As far as 
reading vocabulary was concerned, pupi~s in this failing 
group ranged from a low o:f 4-0 (four years) to a high of 
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13-0 (thirteen years), all measured against an actual grade 
placement of 9-2~ If the writer took as a premise that read-
ing vocabulary was a definite c~terion for the measuring 
of failure in school work, it would naturally be assumed at 
the start that any pupil with a reading vocabulary of a 
fourth grader would of necessity fail at the ninth-grade 
level. Conversely, in hypothetical thinking, it should be 
concluded that a pupil at the ninth-grade level who had a 
reading vocabulary that was even beyond high school levels 
would surely have no difficulty in his ninth-grade work~ 
The individual reading vocabulary of twenty-five pupils was 
above the grade level at which they were tested. This number 
represented 29 per cent of the entire group, a percentage 
that was too high to be purely accidental. Of course, 
71 per cent of the group did have a reading vocabulary that 
was below their actual grade placement. 
Eoston Univers·'. t.y 
ichool o:f Education 
Librru;-y: 
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Breaking down this group of eighty-six failures into 
their respective grade groups showed substantially the same 
general results as was shown by the analysis of the group as 
a whole. The tenth-grade group ran from a low of 4-0 ·to a 
high of 12-5 in reading vocabulary. These figures repre-. 
sented an overall spread of eight years, five months. This 
tenth-grade group not only contained the lowest reading 
vocabulary ability, but also next to the highest for the 
entire group studied. 
I_Phe eleventh-grade group of twenty-;four failures had a 
very narrow range of difference in reading vocabulary, and 
seemed to concentrate more closely about the mid-point of 
the entire group. Figures :for this group ran :from a low of 
6-2 to a high of 10-9; representing a spread of 4-7 :for the 
:failures within this group~ 
It will be noted in Table XVIII that the mean for the 
tenth-grade group was 8-8; as against a mean of 8-6 :for the 
whole group studied, Table XIX; while the mean :for the 
eleventh grade was 6-10, Table XX, or 1-8 below that of the 
entire group, and 1-10 below that of the tenth-grade group. 
The test results of the twelfth-grade group of twenty-six 
:failures, Table ,XXI, showed a wider spread in reading vocabu-
lary than did the eleventh-grade group, but less of a spread 
than the tenth-grade group. The figures for this group ran 
from a low of 6-6 to a high o:f 13-0, a spread of 6-6, and a 
mean for the group of 6-10, exactly the same as that of the 
eleventh grade. 
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TABLE XVIII 
. 
MEAN REATIING VOCABULARY FOR THIRTY-SIX TENTH GRADE F .A.ILURES 
e 
Reading f d :fd Yocabulary 
12-2--12-7 1 9 9 
11-8--12-1 2 8 16 
11-2--11-7 3 7 21 
10-8--11-1 4 6 24 
10-2--10-7 0 5 0 
9-8--10-1 4 4 16 
9-2--9-7 2 3 6 
8-8--9-1 2 2 4 
8-2--8-7 4 1 4 
7-8--8-1 1 0 0 
7-2--7-7 4 -1 -4 
6-8--7-1 0 -2 -o 
6-2--6-7 6 -3 -18 
5-8--6-1 1 -4 -4 
5-2--5-7 1 -5 -5 
4-8--5-1 0 -6 -0 
4-2--4-7 0 -7 0 
3-8--4-1 1 -8 -8 
N = 36 ~:fd - 61 
Mean= 8-8 
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TABLE XIX 
MEAN READING VOCABULARY FOR EIGHTY-SIX FAILURES 
·Reading 
Vocabulary f: d fd 
12-8--13-1 1 9 9 
12-2--12-7 2 8 16 
11-8--12-1 2 7 14 
11-2--11-7 4 6 24 
10-8--11-1 6 5 30 
10-2--10-7 1 4 4 
9-8--10-1 6 3 18 
9-2--9-7 4 2 8 
8-8~-9-1 5 1 5 
8-2--8-7 18 0 0 
7-8--8-l 12 -1 -12 
7-2--7-7 11 -2 -22 
6-8--7-l 2 -3 -6 
6-2--6-7 9 -4 -36 
5-8--6-1 1 -5 -5 
5-2--5~7 1 -6 -6 
4-8--5-1 0 -7 -0 
4-2--4-7 0 -8 -o 
3-8--4-1 1 -9 -9 
N = 86 zf'd = 32 
Mean = 8-6 
Reading 
vocabulary 
10-8--11•1 
10-2--10-7 
9-8--10-1 
9-2--9-7. 
8 ... 8-':'"9-1 
8-2--8-7 
7-8--8-1 
7-2--7-7 
6-8---7-1 
6-2--6-7 
TABLE XX 
MEAN READING VOCABULARY 
FOR 
TWENTY-FOUR ELEVENTH GRADE FAILURES 
f d 
1 5 
l 4 
l 3 
0 2 
0 1 
8 0 
7 -1 
5 -2 
0 
-3 
1 
-4 
N = 24 
:Mean = 6-10 
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f:d 
5 
4 
3 
0 
0 
0 
-7 
-10 
0 
-4 
zf'd 
-
-9 
TABLE XXI 
MEAN READING VOO ABULARY 
FOR 
TWENTY-SIX TWELFTH GRADE FAILURES 
Reading :f d 
vocabulary 
12-8-.;,13-1 1 7 
12-2--.12-7 1 6 
11-8-... 12-1 0 5 
11,;,.2--11-7 1 4 
10-8--11-1 1 3 
10-2--10-7 0 2 
9-8--10 .. 1 1 1 
9-2--9-7 2 0 
8-8--9-1 3 -1 
8-2--8-7 6 -2 
7-8--8-1 4 -3 
7-2--7-7 2 -4 
6-8--7;..1 2 ..,5 
6-2--6-7 2 -6 
N = 26 
Mean 
"' 
6--10 
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:f'd 
7 
6 
0 
4 
3 
0 
1 
0 
-3 
_;12 
-28 
-8 
""10 
-12 
--· 
~:fd = .-52 
Further comparison of the eighty-six failures, on the 
basis of reading vocabulary, with the group studied pre-
viously in this school, showed that the present group had 
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a low of 4-0 against a low for the ~revious group of 5-2, 
and a high of 13-0 against the high for the previous group 
of 12-6. In other words, the present group was l-2 lower 
than the other group and, at the same time, the present 
group ranged 0-6 higher than the previous group, with its 
top figure of 1;-o. The overall spread of the present group 
was 1-8 greater than that of the previous group studied. 
In the present group it was found that 71 per cent of 
the group had a reading vocabulary below the 9-2 grade 
placement level at which they were placed, while in the 
previous group studied 65 per cent of the failing group fell 
below this same 9-2 position. 
There were six per cent more of the present group who 
fell into the lower group than there were in the previous 
group stud l.ed, and while this is not a large enough figure, 
percentage-wise, to cause alarm; further studies might 
possibly prove that this indicated a trend that would con-
tinue to grow in a downward direction. 
A comparison of the mean for each group studied showed 
a mean of 8-6 for the present group as against a mean for 
the previous group studied of 7-9. This is significant"tor 
with a greater percentage of the :pr~sent group falling below 
the 9-2 position, it was still found that their mean score 
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was higher than that o:f the group stuaied in the :past. On 
the basis of these :figures, it had to be conaluded that here, 
at least, was a better grade of failures this year than was 
:found a year ago. 
Reading (Jom;prehensio_£ 
A1 though it was not poss,ible to :find. any signi:fic.ant 
relationshl,p between the reading vocabulary o:f the :faill,ng 
group and the :fact that this group o:f :pupils :failed to do 
satis:factory school workt the following consideration was 
given to the same pupils' reading comprehension scores as 
were evidenced by the records in the school o:f:fioe~ 
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There appeared to be somewhat o:f a slinil.ar trend in the 
reading cmn:prehension figures when viewed along with the 
:figures :for reading vocabulary~ BecauJ6e of this apparent 
similarity it was decided to construct a correlat:ion table 
:fo:r the two sets of :figures 0o Raving :found in other studies 
that the :Pearson1 :Product-Moment Method o:f correlation gave 
very satis:factory results, it was decided to apply this 
:formula to the :figures :for reading vocabulary and reading 
comprehension~ 
An analysis of the data in the above paragraph showed 
that a fairly high degree o:f correlation exists between 
reading vocabulary and. :reading ¢omprehemsion, although the 
coe:fficient of correlation is not quite as high as an 
unscientific examination o:f the two sets o:f :figures would lead 
one to assume. Tables XXII, XXIII; XXIV; and XXV :present these 
1Tiegs; Ernest W··; J?h.D., and Craw:ford, Olau;de 0-., J?h.,D •. , 
Sta:tii:rtic$ ]'or Teachers, Hougb:ton Mi:f:flin Company, 1930. 
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data, with means giyen for each grade group as well as f'o;r the 
entire group of 86 _pu:pils ~ 
Since su.oh a high degree of correlaiJion, ;.705, e:&:is-ted. 
between reading comprehension and reading vocabulary, it was 
d.ecided that a detai.led analysis o'.f the reading comprehension 
data 1 on th.e same basis upon which the reading vocabul~y data 
was analyzed, would oe o:f .n0 :particular value in shedding any 
new light on the reason :for failures •• 
................. ------~--------------
T:ABLE XXII 
:MEAN READING COMJ?REH.~NSIOJ.i{ FOR EIGHTY--SIX FAILURES 
·Grade 
Placement 
12-2--12 ... 7 
11-8_,-12-l 
11--2--11-7 
10 ... 8 ... -11-l 
10-2--10~7 
9 ... 8---10-1 
9-2-- 9.-7 
8-8--9-1 
8-2-..-.S-1 
7-8--8-1. 
7-2--7-7 
6-8-,-:J-1 
6-2-,..6-7 
5-8 ... -6-1 
5-2 ... -5-7 
4-... 8--5'""1 
4-2--4-7 
3-8-"'-4-1 
j.-.2..,-3-7 
:f 
1 
1 
2 
3 
5 
7 
9 
6 
7 
7 
13 
5 
10 
7 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
N • 86 
stanford Aohievement.Tes~ 
Advanced Battery 
Partial, Form K 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
-.3 
-4 
-? 
-6 
... 7 
Mean .:; 8-1 
:fd 
9 
8 
14 
18. 
25 
28 
27 
12 
7 
0 
~13 
-10 
-30 
-28 
-10 
-o 
-0 
...,o 
.,..9 
if'd - 48 
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!fABLE XXIII 
dAN READING OOIIIPREREISIOll FOR TNIRTY.-SIX TElfm GEU.DE l"A.ILU!i:IS 
Grade, 
Pl~oemenii 
11-B,...,.li ... l 
ll.-~.-.-1). ... 7 
10"!08 .. ,..11-l 
ln;ooa ...... :to~~ 
9-8 ... ..-lo-l 
9,..2 ... ··9,..,7 
.-a ........ 9 ... ·l 
8-!-.-8 .... 7 
7+-S-.1 
7-.r;., ... -.{o-7 
e>·-S...-7-l 
E) .. ~- .... 6-7 
s .... e ... -,.6..-1 
5-2-~5-7 
4...$-... 5 .... 1 
4 ... 2. .. ·-4-7' 
:;.....a ... -4 ... l 
3-.i-·, ... 7 
1. 
l 
2: 
' 6 
2. 
2 
Q 
2 
t 
2 
£5 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-li •. 56 
d 
-~ 
.... 4 
... , 
;;-6 
,..7 
-a 
9 
e 
l4 
1$ 
30 
e 
6 
0 
2 
0 
... 2 
<!"12 
-e 
... o 
-o 
... a 
-8 
~td .= 53 
Grade 
Placement 
10""2""~10-7 
9-8.;;-10 .... 1 
g ... ,Q ....... g .. 7. 
8-8 ... -·9-l 
8-2 ....... 8-7 
7 ... 8--8 .... 1 
7 ... 2 ... ·-7--7 
6 ... 8 ... ...,7-l 
6-.2--6-7 
5-8-·-6-1 
~ABLE XX!V 
:MEAN READING OOMPREHENS ION 
FOR 
~TY-:FOUR ELEVENifR GRADE FAILURES 
:f d 
l 5 
~ 4 
2 3 
2 2 
5 l 
4 0 
8 -1 
1 -·2 
l. 
-3 
l ·A· 
N :• 24 
Mean !Ill 7 ... 11. 
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:fd 
5 
4 
6. 
4 
3 
0 
-a 
;..2: 
-3 
~'4 
tf'd • 5 
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TABLE XXV 
MEAN READING COMPREHENSION FOR TWENTY--SIX TWELFTH GRADE FAILURES 
Grade 
Placement 
12-2--12-7 
11-8...,~12-1 
11"'2-..-11-.7 
10-8.--11-l 
l0-2-.-,.l.Q-..7 
9~8--10-.1 
9-·2--9...;7 
s .... a--9 .... 1 
8..._2 ... ·-8-.7 
7-.8 .... .-.8-1 
7-2-..-7-7 
6-8--7-.1 
6 .... 2---6,.-,7 
5-8-.-6-1 
N •• 
:f 
1 
0 
l 
1 
1 
0 
5 
2 
4 
1 
3 
.2 
3 
2 
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Mean ·- 8~4 
d f'd 
._ ... 
7 7 
6 0 
5 5 
4 4 
3 3 
2 Q 
1 5 
0 
' 0 
-1 
-4 
-2 _:2 
-3 -9 
.... 4 .--8 
-5 -15 
-6 .-12 
i:fd • -·26 
Arithmetic .Reasoning 
The next detailed study and analysis of the :failure 
group was made on the basis of' their arithmetic scores taken 
:from the resu:lts of' their standard tests as :recorded in the 
pe:rmanent records of the school., 
It might be said that, on the :face of it; there would 
be no :point in considering a ri.thm.etic scores in seeking a 
reason for failure. On the other hand, while the above 
could. reasonably __ be tru,e 7 there is a. certain a:rrrount o:f 
."mechanical 1·1 skill in art thmet;ic and in several o:f the 
business education subjects one also finds a nmeohaniealn 
skill involved to s.om.e extent. This is -true in bookkeeping, 
typewri ting,,and in the writing of shorthand outlines, 
It was realized; too, that the obvious value of this 
phase Of.the WOrk C()Uld be debated and ar@1.ed indefinitely. 
In spite of, or perhaps because of this, it was decided to 
make a specific analysis of the test resUlts in ari. thm.etic 
in relation to the :failing group. 
2able XXVI shows that the figures for grade placement in 
arithmetic reasoning for this group of' 86 failures was :erom 
a low of :; ... a to a high of ll-3; or an overall spread of 7-7 
f'or these Pm>ils when tested at an actual grade placement level 
of 9--2. 
~.ABLE XXVI 
ARITHMETIC REASONING SCORES FOR EIGHTY--SIX FAILURES 
I. Q. J s of' Failures 
11-3 
ll-0 
10-6 
10--4 
10-3. 
10-1 
10-0 
9--8 
9-3 
9-2 
9-0 
8-9 
8-5 
8-4 
8-3 
8-2 
8-1 
7-9 
7-8 
7-7 
7-6 
7-5 
7-4 
7-3 
7-2 
7 ... 1 
7-0 
.6-9 
6-8 
6-7 
6•5 
6-4 
6-3 
6-2 
6-l 
5-9 
5-8 
5-6 
5-5 
5-4 
4-8 
Mean = 7-7 
Frequency 
~ 
2 
1. 
l 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
6 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
2 
2 
l 
3 
5 
1 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
l 
2 
3 
6 
l 
2 
l 
.2 
1 
l 
2 
Total : 86 
66 
e· 
67 
TABLE XXVII 
ARITHMETIC REASONING SCORES FOR THIRTY-SIX TENTH GRADE FAILURES 
Grade Placement 
., 
11-3 
11,.,.0 
10-4 
10.-..l 
1o ... o 
.9~8. 
9-2 
8-9. 
8-4 
7..-9 
7-7 
7-5 
7-3 
.7-1 
6-9 
6-,7 
6-5 
6-4 
6-3 
6-2 
6,-0 
5-6 
5,..,4 
3-B 
S .. aanf'ord Achievement Test 
Advanced Battery 
partial, Form K 
Frequency 
1 
1 
l 
2 
l 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
l 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1. 
Total = 36 
TABLE XXVIII 
.ARITHMETIC REASONING SCORES 
FOR 
TWENTY-FOUR ELEVENTH GRADE FAILURES 
~
Grade J?iacement 
10-6 
9--0 
8•3 
8-1 
7..-6 
7-4 
7-3 
7.-2 
7-1 
7..-0 
6-8 
6-2 
5-9 
5-5 
4-8 
Mean = 7-4 
Frequency 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
l 
Total = 24 
68 
TABLE XXIX 
.ARITHMETIC REASONING SCORES 
FOR 
TWENTY .... SIX TWELFTH GRADE FAILURES 
- -
Grade Placemen-t Frequency 
11-3 
11-0 
10-3 
g,.s 
9-3 
9-0 
8·6 
8 .... 2 
7,..,8 
7-6 
7-4 
7-2 
7-1 
7..-0 
6-8 
6-4 
6-2 
5-8 
Total 
Mean - 7-11 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
l 
1 
1 
2 . 
1 
1 
4 
1 
-
-= 26 
69 
70 
Using this actual grade placement figure of 9-2 as an 
naxis" it was found that 14 oases f'ell above this naxisn on the 
9 ... 2 line, and 69 fell below their actual grade placement. This 
showed that only about 3 per cent of the group under considera--
tion had a test score that indicated they were correctly 
placed at the time of testing. Only 16 per cent of' the group 
had test scores that were above their actual grade placement, 
while 81 per cent o:f the group fell below their actual grade 
placement as :far as their test scores in arithmetic reason:ing 
were conce:rned :o 
The above facts might be significant if this group 
represented those whose ratings in arithmetic reasoning were 
all in the low brackets, but a check on the entir~ g:rmup .'!b:f 
316 business education pupils showed that their arithmetic 
reasoning scores placed them in the same general oateg0ry 
as those who were failing. In :fact, :percentages taken for 
the total enrollment shov;ed, for all practical purposes, 
that the group of 86 were a good cross section of the vvhole 
business education enrollment. 
Table XXX shows the arithmetic reasoning scores :for the 
86 failures grouped in a ~requency table and the mean score 
for the group... As will be noted, the mean :figure :for this 
group is 7-7, a placement of 1-'7 below the actual grade place-
ment :for the group. 
Breaking this group down by grades the tenth grade was 
:found to have a mean of 7-7, Table XXXI, exactly the same 
-TABLE XXX 
MEAN ARITJ:IMETIC REASONING FOR EIGHTY--SIX FAILO~"S 
-- . -··. _.;;;;..·=~.;;;.;;..;;;. 
Grade f Placement 
1l"'2""'-11-7 2 
10-8-.--11-l 2 
10-.2--10-7 3 
9-8--10-1 5 
9-2--9-7 5 
8-8 ... -9 ... 1 7 
8-2--8-7 4 
7-8--8-1 5 
7-2--7-7 18 
6-8--7-1 11 
6-2--6-7 14 
5-8--6-1 4 
5--2--5-7 4 
4-8--5-l 1 
4-2--4-7 0 
3-8 ... -4-1 1 
--
N = 86 
Stan:ford Achievement Test 
Advanced Battery 
Partial, Form X 
d 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
-7 
i:fd 
Mean -:: 7-7 
71 
f'd 
16 
14 
18 
25 
20 
21 
8 
5 
0 
-11 
-28 
-12 
-16 
-5 
-0 
-7 
.. 48 
72 
TABLE XXXI 
MEAN .ARITHMETIO REASONING FOR THIRTY-SIX TENTH GRADE FAILURES 
e A.ritfuiietic :f d :fd Reasoning 
ll-~~·-11-7 1 8 8 
10-8-,-11-1 l 7 7 
10-2---10-7 1 6 6 
9-8--10-1 4 5 20 
9-2--9-7 .3 4 12 
8-8--9-1 l 3 3 
8-2--8-7 1 2 2 
7-8--8~1 2 1. 2 
7-2--7-7 5 0 0 
6-8--7-l 4 ... r -4 
6-2--6-7 8 -2 -16 
5-8--6-l 1 -3 -.3 
5-2---5-7 3 -4 -12 
4-8--5-1 0 -5 -0 
4-2--4-·7 0 -6 -0 
3-8--4-1 1 -7 -7 
-N :: 36 i:fd - 18 
Mean ):!: 7-7 
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TABLE XXXII 
MEAN ARITHMETIC REASONING 
FOR 
TWENTY-.FOUR ELEVBNTH GRADJ:t; FAILURES 
,A..rithlrietic 
t' d :fd Reasoning 
10-·2--10-7 1 6 6 
9-8 ... ~10~1 0 5 0 
9-2--9""7 0 :4 0 
8-8-..,9-.1 3 3 '9 
8+-2-·-8-7 1 2 2 
7-8--8..-1 2 1 2 
7-2--7,..7 9 0 0 
6-8--7-1 3 -1 -3 
6~2--6-7 1 -2 -;2 
5-8--6-1 .2 .... 3 -6 
5-2--·5-7 l -4 -·4 
4-8--.:5-1 1 -5 -5 
--N 
- 24 ff'd = .-1 
Mean -· 7-4 
.e 
TABLE XXXIII 
MEAN ARITHMETIC REASONING 
FOR 
TWENTY-SIX TWELFTH .GRADE FAILURES 
Arithmetic 
Reasoning ;f a 
11-.2-~11-7 l 6 
10-6--.11-1 1 5 
10-2--10-7 1 4 
9-8..-~10-l 1 3 
9-..2-.-9-.7 2 2 
8..-,8--9 .. 1 3 1 
8-2--8.-7 2 0 
7-8-,-8-1 l -1 
7~2--7-7 4 -2 
6-8--7-1 4 -·3 
6-2 ... -6-7 5 - 4 
5-8-... 6-1 1 -5 .. 
N • 2.6 
Mean :. 7-ll 
74 
f'd 
6 
5 
4 
3 
4 
3 
0 
-1 
-8 
... }2 
-20 
-5 
i:fd 
-
-21 
figure as that o:f the group as a whole. The eleventh . .:.grade 
'I 
group, Table XX!II, had a slightly lower mean~ this group 
:placing at the 7-4 level, while the twelfth-grade :failures, 
I 
Table XXXIII, were in a grou:p with a higher position :for 
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arithmetic reasoning·than the overall grou:p average. However,-
even the twelfth grade, wi:th its mean o:f 7-11, was still 
1 year and 3 months below the actual grade placement for the 
group. 
Sino e the group o:f failures was made up of an average 
cross section o:f the entire business education enrollment, 
it did not appear that ·the figures :for arithmetic reasoning 
were of arry significance as indicators of failure. 
All material used :for Tables XXIV, XXV, XXVI; XXVII~ 
and XXVIII was ta~en directly :from the test results o:f the 
Stanf'ord Achievement. Test, Advanced Battery, :Partial Form K. 
e 
Aritbinetic Fundamentals 
Tl1.e standard test ,figures for Arithmetic Fundamentals 
as shown in Table XXXIV show a range of figu~es from a low 
of 3-0 to a high o:f 12•9, and an overall spread. of 9-9 for 
the group~ This is a much broader spread of figures than 
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was found :for aritbmetic reasoning, where there w~s an overall 
spread of 7-'7~ 
Considering this group :from the standpoint of their 
actual grade placement of 9-2, twenty of them had an arithmetic 
:fundamentals grade placement above thei.r aet1.1.al grade placement 
o:f 9""2~ This represented 23 per cent of the group, whereas 
only 16 per cent o:f the group were in this "higher than actual 
placementn group when their arithmetic reasoning placement 
:figures were considered. 
Three pupils had scores in a:ri tbmetic fundamentals that 
placed them exactly in the 9-2 group where they were actually 
placed~ This was the same number that :fell at this point 
. in ari tbmetic reasoning~ but a check o:f the data showed that 
only one pupil out o:f 86 had test scores in these two areas 
tested that exactly coincided with her actual grade placement. 
This partic~1lar pupil had an I~Q. of 108, and educational age 
o:f 15-5, and rated 11 ... 0 in reading vocabulary and 11-l in 
reading comprehension .. Her chronological age was 14-2~ This 
isolated case taken by itself proved no·thing, but it was 
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TABLE XXXIV 
ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS SCORES FOR EIGHTY-SIX FAILURES 
Grade :Placement Frequency 
12-9 l 
1~5 1 
1~6 1 
11~2 l 
11-1 1 
11•0 2 
10~7 1 
10-6 l 
10-3 3 
10-0 2 
9-8 2 
9~6 1 
9-5 1 
9-3 2 
9-2 3 
9~ 3 
8~9 2 
~8 2 
8-6 4 
8-5 4 
8-4 3 
8~3 2 
8~1 4 
7~ 6 
7-6 1 
7-4 3 
7-2 2 
7-1 3 
7-0 2 
6-9 1 
6-S 5 
6-7 l 
6-6 l 
6-4 z 
6-2 l 
6-l 1 
5-9 2 
5-8 5 
5-5 l 
4-9 l 
3-0 l 
Total 86 
Mean :: 8-l 
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interesting only a.s a :pupil who was at or above naveragerr in 
all areas tested, and sti.ll had :failed three subjects. 
With 26 per cent of' the group ranging at or above the 
axis for actual grade placement; 74 per cent fell below the 
9-2 position, 
An analysis of' the means for arithmetic :fundamentals tor 
the entire group of 86 f'ailures, and a.na.lysis by grades~ shows 
a mean f'or the entire group o:f 8-1., Table XXXV, :for the tenth 
g:rad.e of' 7-10 ~ Table XXXVL For the eleventh grade the mean 
was 8_.0, Table XXXVII, ·and :for the twel:fth grade it was 9-11, 
Table JQOCVIII ~ 
Here again there seemed to be nothing of any particular 
significance in these figures insof'ar as they showed a ten.-. 
dency to indicate failure~ A check of the test results of 
the 316 :pupils in the bu·siness education field showed a mean 
that was only three months higher than that of the mean o:f 
the 86 failures~ With this approximate equality o:.f means :for 
the two major. groups; it was considered to be of no particular 
advantage to break the total. enrollment in business education 
work down by grades. 
From the amount of' c.omparison made between these two 
groups in the various tested areas) it was felt quite de:finitely 
that, in the group o:f 86 failures, a good average cross-sec·tion 
of the student body was under s.tudy. With this idea in mind, 
it was felt that any conclusions that mig;ht be arrived at for 
the group of 86, would be based upon a sound premise. 
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TABLE XXXV 
MEAN ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS FOR EIGHTY-SIX FAILURES 
-- -- _...,..._.;......;...-__ 
e Arithmetic :f d :fd Fundament ala 
12-8--.13-:1 l 10 10 
12-2--12 ... 7 .1 9 9 
11-8-~12>-1 0 8 0 
ll-2-..-11-7 2 7 14 
10-8--11,..1 3 6 18 
10-2--10-7 5 5 25 
9-8--10-1 4 4 16 
9~2--9-7 7 3 21 
8-8--9-l 7 2 14 
8-2 ... -8-7 13 4 1 13 
7-8.--8-1 10 0 0 
7-2--7-7 6 -l -6 
6-8--7-l ll -2 -22 
6-2-.-6-7 5 -3 -15 
5-8--6-1 8 -4 --32 
5-2--5-7 1 -5 -5 
4-8--5-.1 1 -6 -6 
4-2---4-7 0 -7 0 
3-8--4-1 0 -8 0 
3-2--3-7 0 -9 0 
2-8--3-1 1 -10 -10 
N 
-
86 f :fd = 44 
Mean = 8-1 
A:rithille't~c 
Fundamentals 
10-B--11.-1 
10,..,2-.,..10-7 
9-8--10-l 
9-2~-9-7 
8-8-.-9-1 
8-2--8-7 
7-8 .... -8-l 
7-1--·7-,7 
6-8-...,7-1 
6-2--6-7 
5-8--6-1 
5-2--5-7 
4-8.,;.--5-1 
4-2--4-7 
3-8---4-1 
3-2 ... -3-7 
2-8-.--3-1 
TABLE XXXVI 
MEAN ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTAL8 
FOR 
THIRTY-SIX TENTH GRADE ;FAILURES 
t' d 
l 8 
1 7 
1 6 
5 5 
.2 4 
6 3 
5 2 
2 1 
4 0 
3 -l 
5 -2 
0 
-3 
0 -4 
0 -5 
0 -6 
0 -7 
1 -8 
N 
-
36 
Mean • 7-10 
:fd 
7 
6 
25 
8 
18 
10 
2 
0 
-10 
0· 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-8 
it'd = 63 
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TABLE XXXVII 
MEAN ARITHM_ETIO FUNDAMENTALS 
FOR 
... TWENTY-FOUR .;...EL;...;;E.;...V~E~N~TH....;. GRADE FAILURES 
Arrtbmet'ic 
FUndamentals 
10--8--ll-l 
. 10-2_--.10-7 
9-8-.-10-1 
9-2--9-7 
8-f?--9-1 
8-2-,.-5-7 
7-8--8-1 
7-1--7-7 
6-8--7-1 
6-2--6-7 
5-,8--6-l 
5-2----5-7 
4-8--5 ... 1 
f 
2 
2 
0 
.3 
5 
2. 
2 
l 
2 
2 
1 
1 
N = 24 
:Mean = 8-0 
d 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
l 
0 
-1 
-2 
... :3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
f'd 
12 
5 
8 .. ' 
0 
6 
5 
0 
-·2 
-2 
-6 
... 5 
-6 
i:fd. = 7 
81 
TABLE XXXVIII 
MEAN ARITHMETIC Fmm.AMENTALS 
-. -.-: 
JPOR 
TWENTY-SIX TWELFTH GRADE FAILURES 
A:rfthriietic 
Fundamentals 
12,...8-~13-:·l 
12-2--12-7 
11-8-..-12-l 
ll-2--ll-7 
10-8-....-11-1 
10-2--10--7 
9,.,.8--lQ..,l 
9-2- ... 9-7 
8-8--9-l 
8-2--8-7 
7 ,.,a--8-1 
7-2--7-7 
6-8--7-1 
6-2--6-7 
5-8,--6-1 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
3 
l 
2 
2 
2 
3 
.2 
6 
, 0 
1 
N = 26 
Mean = 9-11 
d 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
l 
0 
-l 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
-7 
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:fd 
7 
6 
0 
8 
0 
6 
1 
0 
-2 
-4 
-9 
-8 
' 
-30 
-0 
-7 
2: :fd = -32 
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Apparently,; the standardized test scores :for ari tbmetio 
:fundamentals :furnish no particular um.easuring stiekn to 
prognosticate success or :failure on the :part of our business 
education pupils~ 
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Total Grade Placement 
Another basis upon which it was decided to make an 
analysis of . the failing group was the figure on t'he per-
manent record cards that ·showed the total grade :placement 
for each pupil. This is another :figure derived. from the 
results of the standard tests given by the school department. 
It is, in effect, an average of the means of all the various 
scores attained on the standard test, regardless of' area 
tested~· 
By making an analysis of the failures in relation to 
the total test scores on the record cards~ it was :felt that 
any errors or discrepancies due to varia·aions in an individual 
:field covered by the test would be discovered., 
Table XXXIX shows the total grade placement figures :for 
the 86 failures. These :figures show a range ;from a low of' 
3-4 to a high of 11,...9, or a total spread of 8,...5.. It should 
be remembered that the actual grade placement of all these 
pupils at the time these test figures were arrived at was 9-2. 
Further analysis shows that the mean grade placement :for 
the 86 tailures, is 7.-.11, e:r 1-3 below the actual grade :place-
ment of the group, Table XL., ;In order to determine i.f', in the 
total grade placement area, there was a ~aotor influencing 
the :failures, the total grade :placement: :figures :fo:r the 316 
bu.stness education pupils were run through the adding machine, 
and an arithmetical average for thi.s group was determi.ned. 
1'ABL! XXXIX 
TOTAL GRAJ)E PLACEMENT FOR EIGHTY--SIX FAILURES 
Grade Placement Frequency 
11-9 1 
ll-3 1 
10-9 .l 
10~8 l 
10-4 2 
10~3 2 
10•0 2 
9~10 1 
~9 1 
9~8 1 
9-7 1 
9-5 1 
9-0 4 
~9 1 
8~7 4 
.8•5 2 
8-4 1· 
8-3 4 
8•2 l 
8-1 6 
7-9 2 
7-8 7 
7~6 5 
7~5 1 
7-4 5 
7-2 6 
7-1 5 
~0 4 
~8 3 
6-7 l 
6~6 2 
6-4 2 
6-3 1 
6~1 1 
5-9 l 
5~4 2 
Mean • 7-11 
Stanford Achievement ~est 
Advanced Battery 
Partial, Fo:rm K 
Total 86 
85 
86 
TABLE XL 
MEAN TOTAL GRAJ)E PLAOEMENT OF EIGHTY-SIX FAILURES 
-
f a f'd 
11-8--12-1 1 9 9 
11-2-.-.11-7 1 8 8 
10-8--11-1 2 7 14 
10,..2--·10-7 4 6 24 
9-8-,.10-1 5 5 25 
9'""'2~-9-7 2 4 8 
8-.8-...,9-1 5 3 15 
8-z.,.,..-8::..7 12 2 24 
7-8-.-8-1 15 1 15 
7-2--T-·7 17 0 0 
6-8---.7-l 12 --1 -1.2 
6-2--6-7 6 -2 ..-12 
5 ... a--6-1 2 ;-j -6 
5-2- .... 5-7 1 -4 --4 
4-8--5 ... 1 0 _,5 -.o 
4·2-""'4-7 0 -6 .-o 
3-8--4-1 0 -7 -0 
3--2 .... -3-7 l -8 -8 
-
N 
-
86 if'd ,, 100 
Mean - 7-11 
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While such an average would not . tally exactly with a mean for 
the group, it was felt that an approximation was secured that, 
f'or all :practical purposes, was adequate~· The ari thmetieal 
average for the 316 pupils was 7-7. Allowing for some slight 
difference in method of de·te:rmining the 0 averagen used in 
this comparison, it appeared again that the group of 86 
failures was a good cross-section of the total enrollment in 
business education work. 
It was not the job or the purpose of the writer to 
discuss the merits of the standardized tests used in X School 
or elsewhere~ and the following was merely specu~a~ion on the 
' broader aspects of the situation. The question that came to 
mind was whether a large group such as was found here shou.ld 
ttaverage" well over a year below their a.ctual grade placement 
when results of the st.andardized tests were ~lyzed. 
The thought occurred that perhaps the present~aay 
tendency ·towards social promotion, and that is not to be 
construed as any reflection on the :X: school system, for the 
practice is general, is having a tendency to push the pupils· 
into an actual grade placement that is beyond their mental 
oa:paoities • 
. 
This factor or condi:tion, even assuming it to be correc-t, 
which cannot be done since there is neither proof nor research 
on the subject, would not particula:rly affect the :problem 
here • This group o;f 86 failures was found to be :for the most 
part a cross-sectional group, for it contained those who 
ranged above and below the aotual grade plao eme;nt pcsi tion 
oi' 9-2~ 
Usi.ng 9-2 as an axia, it was found that only 15 0:f the 
86 :failing pupil$ had a total grade' plac.ement_f1gure thai; 
:fell. ab~ve the 9-2 line! !rhia was onl;r 17 per oent o:t the 
:failing group and lett 7l pn;:pilst or 63 pex- oent of -the grQup 
with a to"tal grade plaO$ilU\tnt below th$ir a.(}tual. grade pla<H~.,.. 
men t o:f 9·2 "· 
A oheok of :re.ao:rda s.Jlow~ that,, o:t th,()se failing pupils 
with a total gn;;lie placetnent below the 9,.,2 level. o:t acrtual. 
BXadti~ plaoeme.nt, and 'Uhe:ra we:re 7l. of these, thi.rty ... i;hxe$ 
ot thie group had an I .Q. of 100 or higher~. .:r:t was ;found t~"'t 
46, .. 5 per cent of the: f'aUi:ng grQUp who::se to"ti&l grad$ plan~ 
me:nt on the basi$ of the atandax-di~e<l teart wae · bel·ow thei:r 
aatu!IU grade plaaemer.rt, had an I.Q, that was ttaverasen Ol:" 
better than average, 
This latter eitua:tion serves to bear out some or the 
:results ot other analyses made in this pronlem, nenn~ll', 
that wh$n an exs.miru;~:tio:n :ts m.ade and the various gx.oups Cilf 
data broken down many apparent ocn:rt:radiQtions in 'th$ data ara 
found ~; These eontradiotian$ in data. oo;l,:n~ide with unsci$liit"ific 
opinions on pupils who faili torJ a glanoe at 'the failing 
groilP cannot: x®oonoil~ the wrt t$;r:t s general opinion ~f their 
abilities with the fa:et 'tthat they &rEI nQt doing passing won. 
As shown in Table XLII breaking d:own the analysis Qf da.~a; 
<:rf tcrual. grade plaoement Qn th$ basis o~ the VEirious srade 
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TABLE XLI 
MEAW TO~AL GRADE PLACEMENT FOR THIRTY,...SIX TENTH GRADE FAILURES 
--· . ( . . - . -. -- ___:.:..;.___ ...;..;;;;;.;.~~;.,.;.., 
e 
.:f a :fd 
10-8.,..-,;ll--l 1 8 e 
10-2,..~10-7 3 7 21 
9•8--10.-1 4 6 24 
9-2--.9-7 2 5 19 
s-s ...... g-1 2 4 8 
8-2'--8-7 5 3 15 
7-8·--8-1 4 2· 8 
7-2--T-7 3 1 3 
6-8--7-1 4 0 0 
6-2--6-7 4 -l ..,.4 
5-8--6-1 2 -2 -4 
5-2--5 .... 7 1 -3 -3 
4-8~-5-1 0 ·-4 -0 
4-2-.-4-7 0 -5 -o 
3-8-4-1 0 -6 -o 
3-2--3-7 1 --7 -7 
N * 36 i:fd ·- 79 -
Mean ·- 7-11 
-
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gr·ou:ps t the tenth~ grade group had the greatest range or spread 
~rom low to high~ The lowest ~igure ln the group o~ 86 
:failures was in the tenth-grade group, 3-4· .A. check on the 
data for this individual showed tha.t she rated at the tb.ird-
gra(ie level in all areas tested. 1 and had an educational age 
of s~s.. This was an apparent case of a complete misplacement 
of a pupil~ Appa.ren:t'ly, personality factors had resulted in 
pity on the part of previous teachers; although the pupil had, 
never had a satisfactory record, nor the ability to attain one, 
her r .. Q. being 86,- she had been npassed" :from yea:r to ya.ar • 
.Furthe:r;more ,. this girl had only :four cas.es of failure in nine 
years o:f school 1 none '?~.these being complete ~ailure of a 
subject for a year, but uwarning :fa.llurestt at one or the other 
of the grading periods during a year~ This is hut one o:f the 
m~y cases where a pupil with little or no ability was npassed" 
to a higher grade with no qualifications and no abil:i.ty to 
perform at a higher level o~ work .. 
These tenth .... grade ~ailures had a mean total grade place-
ment o~ 7-11, which is ident"io.al to that of the entire grcru:p 
o:f 86 f'a.ilures under consideration~ None of them ;fell 
exactly on the actual grade placement :position of 9.,.2, but 
ten :fell above this level and twenty-six .fell below the 9--2 
level. For those :falling above the 9..,2 level~ &·~:maximum range 
or deviation o:f l-6 ,: was :found.. The larger group -that f'ell 
below this axis had a spread or deviation o;f 5-16 o In the 
light of this. :particular bit of evidence, it was concluded 
·t;hat this :pa:x·ticular group. was placed considerably above 
their :proper level in the school organization{' 
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Looking at the elevfPnt:P.~grade group o:f 24 failures, 
Table XLII, it was :found thatJ insofar as total grade 
placement was concerned) they were very compactly grouped, 
although in every case 1 their total grade placement was below 
their actual grade placement~> Not a single :pupil in this 
group had, according to the results o:f his standardized 
test 1 a total grade placemexrt- equal to his actual grade 
placemen't! 
The highest total grade :p~acement :for the eleventh-grade 
group was 9-0, or two months below the actual grade placement 
axis of 9-2. The lowest figu:t;e for this group was 6-4,, so 
that the range or spread was 2 ... a, or less than three years, 
as compared. with the a:tmos·t; eigb.t-year spread found in the 
tenth grade. In the eleventh grade was found a mean total 
grade placement of 7 ... 6, not too far f'rom that of the tenth 
grade, but based u._:pon a much smaller range of variations. 
As shown in Table XLI!I.t the twelfth-grade group shows 
a greater range of' :figu.res for total grade placement than that 
of the eleventh grade, but considerably less than the spread 
of the tenth grade. This group, with a mean o:f 9-5, had a 
higher range than either of the other grade groups, but did 
not contain any of the lowest positions~ 
As :pupils advance from grade to grade;: it was observed that 
those in the failtl.re group had a tendency to disappear from the 
picture. This raised the question as to whether the group 
under study eventually adapted itself to scho·ol procedures 
\ 
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and attained passing grades 1 or if there was some other :factor 
involved in this change. A .study o:f the office cards :for the 
last ?e"Q"eral years :for' those pupils who had left scho§:ll showed 
that basically and with rare exceptions, this was the group 
who had left school. Therefore, sinee there was nowhere near 
an equal nuntber of the higher grade group leaving school 1 it 
was·logically concluded that herein was the reason :for so few 
of the lower range found appearing in the upper grades 1 and 
that the disappearance o:f this group was not due ·t;o a re:forzna .... 
tion in study J:tabits and the acquisition o:f knowledge. 
Total. 
Grade 
Placement 
g ... g-...,.g~l 
8-.,2--8-7 
7-8--8..;1 
7--2--7--7 
6-e ... --7-l 
6-2---6,-7. 
TABLE XLII 
MEAN TOTAL .GRADE J?LAOE.MENT 
FOR 
l 
d 
3 
2 
l 
0 
4-
4 
9 
5 
1 
:-.1 
-2 
fd 
3 
8 
4 
Q 
.,.5 
-~ 
l.fd ~ 8 
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11""8-ca-12-1 
11.,.;,2..;.,_11-.7 
10·..;2--10·-.i 
9-8-· ... 10~1 
9-2--9-7 
8-8-9~1 
8-2--8-7 
T-8'""·-8-1 
7-2--7~7 
6-8-e-7-1 
6-2--6-7 
~.ABLE XLIIl 
MEAN TOTAL GRADE PLAOEMENT 
- -..,;....;.;;;;;:;;.., ,..;;.......;;;;.;..,.,;_. ,.;...;:...-;.;;;..........:-.=~ 
FOR 
TWENTY-SIK TWEtFTH GRADE FAILURES 
f' d 
l 6 
1 5 
1 4 
l 3 
1 2 
0 l 
2 0 
3 -1 
7 ·-2 
5 -3 
3 -4 
1 ... s 
N ·= 26 
Mean -= 9·-5 
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:td 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
0 
0 
-3 
-14 
.-15 
-12 
-5 
~:fd ·~ 
-29 
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All analysi.s o.f the past :t'ailul."& :reoord ot the pupils whQ 
e We,;re :failing O!l$ OX' more Sttb;j eC..tFJ at the 'tim,e Q;f thi$ &tudy 
showed that the:t:e wae a great deal of varii!ltion in their past 
.failtu."'e hiato:rr~ At iihe di$po.sa1 of 'th$ w~ii:er w~ra junio'l' 
a.nd senio:r high sohool re¢o:r:<ls from th~ of':fioe :filet~ and, 
while there was not "t$0 mttQh ~onoe:rn with the jtmicr high 
soho()l reoo:rd 1 it did: :prov:tde some baokground :ma:te:rial ~s fax· 
ae tailu:re reoo:rds o:f the pupils were Q.Olloe:rned ~ 
Ra'bi'ts :fo:n:ned o:ve;r; a. th~ea-year p&:riod >QOnld p:rove to 
be ,m intltte.mcing faoto.r in the pupila t attitudes toward.fS, .afld 
applioation to,. the wo:rk o:t the senior high sohool;; 
It WafiJ the theory that i:f pupils tail repeatedly t:J:u..>ough-. 
out their ju.nio:r hish sohool eJou..rs'&s, but we:ra: pasaed along 
to the next grade at the end of th$ year e:i the:r by b~ins gi.Yen 
an a:rbi trary passing mark, or by being tt astt:tgned !' ~ tb.ay:. ar~ 
soon going to be edUCfil.'t$d t<> the b~iief that sob.ool sta~daxds 
axe o:f no value, andl work or no wo:t;'k, they will au'tom.e..tioally 
go ahead at the end o:f the :r•ar· An excellent example of tbis 
attitude was found :l"eoently in a aase of one o:f -th~ boys.. Be 
had. a complete record of fttilur~& inl!J:ofa:r as olass wo:rk W&.$ con-
cerned in bookkeapinsj; Becaus• o:r a diaoipl1~ si tuat1en he 
was :ret'erred to the Hee.d ot the :Business Ed:uoation Depeu-tlli~:m't .• 
This boy waa in the tenth grade attQ his numa:rioal gx-ade in 
bookkeeping was 15 per· oentlt At th& ~nd of "the d1scusaion he 
e 
was told that in view of all o:f the :facts, he would be 
deprived o:f his bookkeeping books and supplies, and would be 
expected to sit in the back o:f the :room and use his time as a 
study period. Re asked, in all seriousness, if he would get 
his :five,credits :for bookkeeping at the end of the year.!' With 
some surprise the boy was asked upon what basis he figured he 
should get crf3di. t in bookkeeping if' he did not do the work, 
and had a failing grade~ !l!o this he re:Plied; "I have never 
passed my subj.ects, but I always received my credits and was 
pro:rnoted ~ I want to get promoted next year." This boy was 
sincere~ and on the basi,s o:f his past school experience, had 
every right to expect his credit~ 
Analysis of the :failing group showed that .failures ran 
:from one to five.SU.bjects; and broken down on the basis o:f 
the number of subjects :failed, showed the grouping indicated 
in Table XLIV~ 
Forty-..seven pupils, or 54.6 per cent of the 86 failures 
f'ailed but a single subject, and of this group, the records 
showed that.; :for not a single one o:f these pupils, was this 
their first failure~ In f'acil, not a single pupil in the 
entire grou:p of eighty-si:x: was a nf'irst-time 11 failure. 
TWenty..-one, or 24-.4 per cent of i:the group ifailed two 
subjects, and twelve, or 9.4 per oent failed three subjects. 
Only one :pupil failed f'our subjects, while five, or 5.8 per 
cent, o:f the group failed five subjects~ 
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TABLE X:GIV 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS FATLED BY EIGHTY-SIX POJ?ILB 
Number of pupils failing 1 subject 47 
Numoer of pupils :failing 2 subjects 21 
Number of pupils :failing 3 subjects 12 
Number o:f pupils f'aili.ng 4 subjects l 
Number of pupils failing 5 ~;~ubjects 5 
Total Failures S6 
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Failing a:p:parently was no new experience for this group 
and,, as far as could be determined by checking with ·the 
teachers who had. given :f ailing marks, only one pupil cam~ in 
and raised a question as to why he had failed. This :particular 
:pupil was a rather lazy, arrogant type of :pupil who, in the 
course o:f his complaint, remarked that he was disturbed. 
because he had never failed before* A check of his record 
showed that he had received fifteen failing grades in his 
six years of junior-senior high school career, seven in the 
junior high school and eight since becoming a senior high 
school pupil. 
Further analysis of this !ailing group showed that of 
those pupils failing one subject, the range o:f :past. f'ailures 
was f'rom a low of two· to a high of :forty ... eight.,. These :figures 
are the acctunulated·numbe:r o:f' :failing marks received by the 
various pupils during the time they had been in this school 
as shown by the juni.or-senior high schogl records. 
Table XLV shows in su.mmary form the number o:f :pas.t 
failing marks received by the pupils :t'aili;ng one subject with 
.-
total number of subjects failed in the pas·t. 
The average number of :Past failures :for those pupils 
failing one subject was 8~6, a figure of no particular 
significance except :for comparative ,purposes,. 
lt iS quite evident that~ on the basis .of SUbjects :paS$00 
or credits earned, many o;f this group had failed to satis:fy 
the st.andard minimum requirements for promotion in the past. 
TABLE XLV 
PUPILS FAILING ONE SUBJ:EDT 
WITH TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBJEOTS FAILED IN THE PAST 
--- - ------
Number of' Subjects 
Failed ·Previously 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
15 
l9 
1~ 
20 
22 
28 
32 
33 
43 
46 
48 
404 
Number 
Failing 
5 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
l 
3 
2 
4 
l 
2 
2 
l 
1. 
l 
1 
2 
l 
l 
l 
47 
99 
·e 
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However~ on the basis o:f social :promotion, some of these 
pupils had moved from the seventh to the eleventh grade 
totally uneq:uipped educationally, but definitely headed to-
wards high school graduation and a diploma. The t:rn.e value 
of the above statement is m.easurable in tenns of the data in 
Table "X"LV. 
It was found that twenty-one of the eighty-six fail1ng 
pupils were failing two subjects at the time of the study. 
The past failure record of these pupils is summarized in 
Table XLVI. 
It will be noted that the average number of :previous 
failing marks .:received by this group was 21.7, as against 
8. 6 for the group failing only one subj eat. 
Table XLVII gives a summary of those pupils who 
received ·three failing marks. There were twelve such pupils, 
and their average number of past failures was 23 ... 8. 
Only one J;>U.lfil failed four subjects, and this pupil 
had a record of forty-six failing marks in her past school 
record .. 
Table XLVIII shows the summary of the :five pupils who 
failea in :five subjects. This group had an average past 
:failure record of 38.2 failures. 
While the averages that have just been cited are not of 
any particular value in themselves, they are, :for comparative 
purposes, significant. Of course, the situation involving :four 
failures when t~r.e::.was only one case :for consideration, does 
TABLE XLVI 
PlJPILS. FAILING TWO SUBJECTS WITH PAST FAILING RBOORD 
Number of subjects 
Failed. Previously 
2 
4 
5 
6 
8 
11 
13 
14 
17 
18 
20 
24 
25 
35 
:56 
'57 
43 
57 
82 
457 
:Boston Universt~y 
ichool 0~ Educatlon 
. LibrarY 
Number 
Failing 
1 
2 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
). 
l_ 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
21 
101 
!Al\LE XLVII 
l?Ul?lLS _FA.ILII(J _~HREE SU:sdlOC:~S WITH., PAST FA.ILIIG REOORD 
ltnnber of.su.bje0ts' 
Failed_ Pxe:vioualy 
' 4 
5 
1 
e 
19 
'30 
'51 
45 
56 
76 
~e6 
l 
1 
l 
1 
e 
1 
1. 
l 
1 
l 
1 
12 
'!'ABLE XLVIII 
PUPILS FAILIJG lriV':m SUBJEOTS WITH PAST FA!LUG RICORD 
·----- -~. ~~,· _,··. 
nuni5er of Slitijeots 
!Yailed Previoll,sly 
' Hi 
55 
5'7' 
60 
----..........; 
·-191 
· · iumTJe:r · 
. Fa111~.-· 
l 
l 
1 
l 
1 
lO~ 
1..04 
not g1v.e a really aoourate fis;u:r:"-e on. an •averaa$• bois.... At 
the same tirAe ,, there ia ~~tnouah o:t a ch~:ti:ni ile "t.r•nct• in the 
aV$X\'16ta 'fipres to· -p.emi 'i drains s. oonolusion re.aard:tng 'th& 
gt"®))·~ 
Appar-ntl7 th~• wu a 4.tu:t:t• pa:ttern •s tar as :te111.1.re• 
were oGn~ern~ in that thos• papil& whe. had taile4 th-e sn•tes'tJ. 
number o'£ subjsot& at the 'tim• ot ·the 11tud;r were 13:), a p<>up 
who bad alwsys fa.il.$4: a ootllparattv-•la larg• nwuar .of subj~Jots .• 
In other worist pup1le do not tend to 'b•~ome tailur•• $Uidenl7• 
but havf;l a tendtMY toward$ 'OOn8'1s:tHanoy as far a.e their failure 
habi.ts ate oonoem\id ~ 
Whil• it wculd p;ro'babl.7 be 111-pGas:t.ble tmchtr the pret\lettt 
ll7B'td Of n&oaial p:romotio,:n" t Wht:re all ~pile. ltQU"4les~ Of 
a;ttatu..nt, U$ ettva:nced 'tie. "hol4 baakn the .failures· .and let 
'them fe.ll intO' a position that 1$ more oloeel:r allied td;'h 
'their mental a&it and oapui ~, 1 t would spp•u that •u.ob an 
experir.~utnt a1ght prov• benet:toial to t.hft ta1li.n8 pupil in the 
long rul'h Of cours~ one woul<l :get into \9duoat1on.u cbj•ot1ves 
it' h& 414 th1a~ '!bat~ wu not. th$ arte. 1n tbie stuQy; howevfiJr, 
suoh miaht pl'ove a e;Qod U8$i to1" ertuly to:r: aoae 1n~e:r:ea:ted 
group. 
OVer ilh<t yea.t's ,. and a.s a rti~Nl:\7 ot. ~ oont ~encuut with 
psc;;tntts- whoa~ obildr•n h!i4 b.e$n. npu$hfld Qh~ad" attar h<av1ns 
failed in their work, it was concluded th:•it pax'en-ts 'themeelvu 
are not in favor ot thi$ "advanc.ement withou-t prep$l"ation'* idea~ 
and they :feel that 1 t not )tlly hsndica:~s their children in 'th$11t' 
'i.f.eme<i iate: school work,. but h.ae an even m()re :f'u-r-.aeh1ng aU$011 
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in that it tends to break down that very important something 
that makes a youngster associat.e reward with ef:fort. Oerte.inly 
in his business life the pupil must, sooner or later, learn. 
this latter p:r·inciple .. 
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Conduct Records of Failing Pupils 
There did not seem to be any significant connection 
between the unsatisfactory conduct marks of the failing 
pupils and the fact that they failed. Most of those pupils 
who had :failed tb.e greatest number of times had only widely 
' scattered unsatisfactory conduct marks, or none at all, and 
in the entire group of eighty-six failures, only five pupils 
had received an unsatisfactory mark in conduct during their 
junior or senior high school career. On the basis o~ this, 
failure could not be attributed to unsatisfactory conduct. 
In this school system, pupils are marked as 11unsatis-
:factoryt' in conduct or effort with separate marks. One mark 
does not cover both situations.. A check of' unsatis.factory 
marks in effort showed quite a different situation. Here it 
was :found that sixty-eight of the group had, at one time or 
another~ received an unsatisfactory e:ffort mark. In several 
cases cards were found that carried an unsatisfactory rating 
from every teaqher :for every ranking period :for a :four-year 
period~ indicating a continuous flagrant disregard :for any-
thing even approaching a proper school attitude. 
Another factor that was studied in connection with this 
question of conduct was that of truancy. Certainly truancy 
could not be called a significant :factor as a cause of failure 1 
:for only seven of the eighty-six pupils had any record of 
truancy. Of ooUTse.; this could have had a bearing on the 
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seven pupils concerned, but since six of this group were 
truant only once and the seventh only twice, it did not seem 
that such absences o®uld play a very heavy part in causing 
failure~ 
Many t1mes the tlllscientific reason given for :failure and 
for unsatisfactory school conduct, is that the pupil comes 
from a broken home. The writer does not discount the disturb-
ing e:ffeot o:f a broken home on the spirits, attitudes, or 
general reactions of t'he pupil, but as far as this grou:P of 
eighty~six :failures are concerned, only three come from broken 
homes and 1· of those three, only one had an unsatisfactory 
conduct mark. On the basis of this finding, it was :felt that 
the broken home did not present any reason of general impor-
tance :for failure on the :part o:f the pupil under study. 
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Absence ~nd Tardiness 
A check o:f the absence and tardiness records for the 
eighty-six :failing pupils showed absolutely nothing o:f any 
significance as far as failing was concerned. Not a single 
one of the :pupils in this group had an absen0e or tardiness 
record that even approached the abnormal, while )!lost of. the 
group had what would be considered to be a very good record, 
as far as these two factors were concerned. These two items 
:for consideration were included only because so many teachers 
have made the siratem.ent tb.at pupils fail because they are 
absent so much, or tha:t5- the;y are constan-uly tardy. 
As far as· these :factors are measurable and are a part o:f 
·the school records, no evidence was :found to indicate Eil 
causal :factor :for :failur.e. 
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Guidance ,Recommendations Concerning Failing Pupils 
Guidance counselors have replaced many of the :functions 
that formerly brought ·bhe individual pupil into intima:te 
contact with his subject teacher, and homeroom teacher? and 
which gave the teachers the personal contac·~s needed to under ... 
stand the individual differences and needs of the pupils J>; 
That this has of late become a uni~¢rsa1 problem is evidenced 
in an article written by Arthur R. Stewart 1; 1 President o:f the 
San Francisoo 7 Oali:fornia1 Federation of Teachers, Local 61; 
in which he sa:ys! 
The John A~ 0 •oa:nnell vocational high school and 
Technical Institute in San Francisco, has no 
counselors. This job has been turned baok to the 
classroom teacher. Each teacher has tb.~.respon­
sibility of becoming :friend; teaob,e;r, and C0ttnselor 
to his students.. He is also responsibie for know-
ing and cooperating with the parents of his stu.dents . 
• . . • . . . Much has 'been accomplished here~ This is only 
one school, but if it could happen here, certainly 
it could happen elsewhere. 
To use only one case as illustration :for many similar o~f!}S, 
(see section on failure records); one of the f'ailures in short-
hand was a :pupil whose junior high school record showed she · 
had not received a single passing grade in any subject, during 
any term of the entire three-year :period~ Each year she had 
been nassigned 11 to the next higher grade. Her tenth-grade 
record showed failures in bookkeeping, English, and typewriting~· 
lstewart, Arthur R! )' nnisci:pline or Disorder, II The .American 
Teacher Nfagazine., Vol .. 39 1 No. 3, February; 1955, pp:-1:3-14. 
llO 
In spite of the above record, thi~ girl was placed in a short~ 
hand class at the eleventh-grade level, O:f course, this is a 
perfectly ridiculous situation on the .face of it, ani must' 
result in pupil failure that could have been predicted at 
the time the program was made for this individual .. 
One phase of this guidance work which has no-t helped to 
red.uoe failures among business eduoation pupils has been tna:t 
o:f placement" Formerly,1 when :plaeement was done by the HEHad 
of the Business Education Department and upon the reoemmenda-
tions of the business $dU.cation teachers, the Business .Educa-
tion Department had a very good lever on those pupils who had 
a tendency to let up in their work. .FUture recommendation 
and placement was the club that kept many pupils in line, a 
factor which proved to their own advantage in ·the long run • 
... 
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Teachers t. Opinions .Qf. Reasons For Failure 
So far i.r.t an endeavor to :find a :factor that might have 
some bearing upon or in some way might indicate a tendency 
towards :failure by a pupil, attention was concentrated on 
the various kinds of data provided oy the results o:f the 
standardized tests given by X school department. This material 
is quite specific and highly llleasurable :r:tr:an 1:t mathematical 
stand:point 1 
The next group of' material was not as definitely measur-
able and was much more subject to a Ut:Lsi:n:terpretation because 
it involved the tthu.man· elementtt rather than tb.e t:rmathematieal 
element.lf However, since grades themselves are heavily 
influenced by personal opinions, and are far trom scientific 
as far as their original value is concerned, the inclusion 
o:f more data based upon personal opinioru;~ should not invalida;t.@ 
such data in any way. 
Each business education teacher was asked what, in his 
or her opinion, was the basic reason or reasons why the pupils 
who had failed in their subjects had done so. The purpose o:f 
the question was explained and they were asked to give as 
honest ana as unprejudiced an opinion as was po!3sible. In 
talks with these teachers, it was ~elt that they were extremely 
fair, for in a :few instances the ind~vidu.al teacher explained 
that the :pupil in question had. been a disc~plinary problem, 
or -that there was a personali-ty conflict between pupil and 
teacher, and then e:q;>lained the reasons :for failure and showea 
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clearly that these reasons were not influenced by personal 
prejudices. 
In Table XLIX have ·_b·een tabulated the answers received 
from teachers to this question~ 
' .. 
In addition to the opinions r3ceived from subject teachers, 
each :pupilfs homeroom teacher was asked to contribute any 
reasons they could advance as to why pupils in their rooms 
failed.. This was also done with those teachers who had these 
pupils in study halls ... . lt will be noted that the number of 
replies and opinions as to the reason for failure received 
:from teachers has no particular relation to the total number 
o:f :pupils (86)' because some :pupils were being rated more 
than once; since they had :failed with more than one teacher"' 
Table !LIX shows that the :four hi.ghest ranking reasons 
:for failure, so far as the teachers were concerned, were those 
which involved the initiative of the :pupils themselves. 
"Refusal to do homeworkin and "refusal to report :for extra 
worku completely overshadow all other reasons given.- Both o:f 
these situations could be corrected by the pupils themselves. 
ln each case where this reason :from a teacher was recei.ved, 
the teachers were aske~ in the estimation of the teacher, if 
the pupil had made a reasonable effort on these two points, 
did the teacher :feel that at least a :passing grade could have 
been attained.~ In absolutely every case but one, an affirma-
tive reply was :received.. In the particular case that was the 
exception, the teacher said no amount of homework or after-
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school time would remedy the .situation. 
The reasons "refusal to make up lost work 11 and ndo not 
apply themselvesn ran third and fourth in that order as 
reasons why pupils had failed. Today it is well nigh 
impossible to bring :pressure to bear on pupils who refuse to 
do their work or refuse to report for makeup wo:rk a.f'ter the 
regular school session ha.s closed., Passing these people on 
t;o the next higher grade regardless o;£ acoom:plishment; end 
consta.n:tly lowering standards in keeping with present-day 
trends, leaves little choi.ce to a teacher who has any 
standards at all, but to fail the :pupil in his or her subject 
area where vocational competency is involved. 
What might be considered as an nov-erall" reason for :failure 
was found in the report received from the pupil rs homeroom 
teacher. As shown in ~able XLIX; 74 o:f the 86 p~:pils received 
the same report as to the reason the homeroom teacher thought 
they f'ailed, "does no work during the homeroom period~" Now, 
it stands to reason that working only in the homeroom period 
would not necessarily make the dif'f'erence between a :failing 
and a passing grade, but the :fact that these pupils did no 
studying during the time that was allotted i;o them in the 
regular school session, is an indication that the lack of' 
initiative and lack of' application on the part of the :pupils 
themselves was an important contributing :factor in :pupil :failure. 
Especially is this true in the light of the other reasons g~ven 
by teachers f'or the :fa:Llu.re o:f indiViduals in the group under 
consideration. 
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TABLE XLIX 
Reasons Given By ~eachers For Pupils' Failures 
Number of' 
Times Given 
l.o Refusal to d.o homework 108 
2. Refusal to J:'eport f'or extra work 106 
3. Will not make u.:p lost work 96 
4. Does no work in homeroom period 74 
5 9 Do not apply themselves to work in study 63 
6 ~ Does not :follow instructions 30 
7., l?oorly prepared in background material 
for advanced work 15 
8~ Lacks, or does not use., powers o:E 
concentration 12 
9~ Is careless 5 
10. Not mechanically minded and therefore has 
diff'icul ty wi·bh machine op.eration 4 
11. Wastes time 3 
12. Lacks mental ability 'to do the work 2 
13. Is definitely not irtterested in the subject 2 
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The reason ttdoes not .follow instructionsn which appears 
thirty times in replies from teachers, could be.co.nstrued in 
many ways. For a pupil who had an inexperienced teacher, 
this could even mean that the instructions were poorly given. 
However, since none o.f the pupils with whom this study is 
concerned had a teacher with less than twelve years' experi-
ence, it was .felt that this theory could be discarded. Since 
many instructions are written or printed, an inability to 
.follow them might be traced back to the low scores in the 
reading comprehension area. This could definitely influence 
the situation. Reading vocabulary and comprehension di.f.fi-
cul ties on the part of the pupil could. easily cause some 
difficulty in understanding oral instructions which, in turn, 
could give rise to this reasoning on the part o:f the teachers. 
On the other hand, with the present lack o.f interest on the 
part o:f pupils as evidenced by the great number o:f reasons 
shown in numbers 1, 2 1 and 3 of' Table XLIXc1 it seems reason ... 
able to assume that ·!Jhe instructions were clearly given, were 
within the range o:f comprehension of the :pupils, and that the 
pupils were just not interested enough or ambitious enough to 
b'0t:her with the instructions. 
Although the rest o:f the reasons for pupil failures 
given by teachers do not occur with too high a degree of 
frequency, there are two which might be considered briefly. 
The first, which was mentioned fifteen times, was that there. 
was a definite lack of preparation on the :part of the pupil 
insofar as background material was concerned~ This was 
--
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noticeable in connection with those phases of the work where 
the current work was a continuation of the work done in a 
:previous year, such as the second year of the shorthand. course, 
or the second year o:f the bookkeeping and typewriting courses 0 
This represented another of those cases where ":pushing the 
pupils ahead" regardless of previous proficiency in their 
work 1 worked a. hardship on both teacher ~d pupil, and 
resulted, particularly in-the case of skill subjects 1 in a 
complete: inability of the pupils to do the work in the mon3 
advanced classes. 
The other most :frequently mentioned reason for :pupil 
:failure was that the pupils ei t:P,.er lacked or did not apply 
their powers of concentration. In these cases the teachers 
felt that if the pupils concerned would concentrate on the 
particular work to a higher degree, they would have been able 
to secure at least a minimum :passing grade. 
The rest of the reasons given by teachers as to why they 
:felt that pupils failed. were too scattered and occurred with 
too high a degree of inf'requency to be of any particular 
value. 
Pupils' Opinions ~ to Reason :for Failu.re 
Some :people might cri 'ticize this phase of the approach 
to the :problem of wb.y :pupils :fai1 1 but; it was felt that 
( 1) there was ;justification in th:i.s step, and. ( 2) that it 
could :prove to be one of the more valuable and significant 
:parts of the entire study~ 
Of course, the real value of any data secured directly 
from the :pupils themselves was determined by the honesty of 
their answers and in order to secure the most honest answers 
possible, the :pupil had to be approached very :frankly and 
in a manner that was as o::pen and as fair as possible. The 
writer had to be sure that the complete confidence of the 
pupils was·gained, and that they were firmly convinced that 
there was no ulterior motive in the questions~ 
To do this 1 a talk was had with these pupils and an 
explanation given as to just what tlae :purpose was and that 
there was sincerity in trying to find Ollt what their honest 
opinion was as to. why they had :failed. The wri-ter explained 
that it was :preferred not to have the questionnaire signed, 
because it was the feeling they would be more apt to be 
frank if they did not feel their statements might be used. 
against themo An attempt was made to neducaten the pupils 
to the idea that the results could :possibly be of mutual 
bene:fi t. Sincere cooperation of' the pupils in this :phase o:f 
the work was the :feeling here. 
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A copy of the questionnaire that was used w:Lll be found 
in the Appendix. A plain envelope was enclosed with each 
questionnaire, and these were distributed to the failing 
pupils in a manner that would not cause embarrassment to the 
pupil in any way, nor in any way draw attention to the pupil 
as an individual. 
~e questionnaires were numbered as a code; solely for 
the purpose of being able to identify those from whom we did 
not get a return. This enabled a follow-up of the few f'or-
get:ful ones, and thus insured a one hundred per cent return 
of questionnaires. However, it was found that very little 
follow-up of this kind was necessary~ and that pupils were 
very willing to give quick and frank answers~ 
Table :·L: shows in tabulated form the summary of reasons 
given by pupils as to why they thought they failed. In many 
cases~ pupils gave more than one reason, although many of 
them gave but a single reason~ At least half' of the pupils 
signed their name., evidently :feeling that their answers were 
honest and would be considered fairly by us. 
I·t will be noted from Table L that the four .most :fre-
quently given reasons for failure; in the opinions of the 
pupils themselves, were (1) do not do my homework; (2) do not 
go in for makeup work; (3) lack o;f eff'ort; and (4) careless ... 
ness and inattei).tion. 
The frequency with which these answers were given was 
surprising, for it indicated a high degree of honesty on the 
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Reasons Given .~. Pupils As .To Why They Failed 
:Number o~ 
Times Given 
1. Do not do my homework 37 
2. Do not go in for makeup work 30 
3. Lack of effort 18 
4. Carelessness and inattention 18 
5. Failed. to understand subject 10 
6. Teacher places too much stress upon speed 9 
7. Failed to follow instructions 6 
8. Teacher is a hard marker 6 
9 • Poor English background. 5 
10. Intense d.isl.ike for both subject and school 5 
ll.. No muscular coordination 3 
12. Too much homework 3 
13 .~ Too much confusion :in the classroom 3 
14. Physical defect 3 
15. Nervousness 2 
16. Can't get along with the teacher l 
17. Teacher :poor disciplinarian 1 
18. Forced by parents to take subject against will l 
19. Lack of ability l 
20. Family moves too frequently and :pupil finds 
dif:ficul ty in making school adjustment l 
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part o£ the pupils. One might expect in a situation of this 
kind, that the failing pupil would feel that he or she had 
an excellent oppo:t:·tunity to give an alibi. Here was a chance 
for the pupils to air nersonal grudges, and this group seemed 
to treat the whole program very honestly. This response, it 
was felt, was due in a large measure to the straightforward 
way in which the questionnaire was presented to the individuals 
in ·the group. The answers received on these questionnaires 
very definitely and overwhelmingly placed the responsibility 
:for failure directly on the shoulders of the pupils themselves. 
It was very evident from the number of answers falling into 
the first four categories in Table L that in the words of 
these pupils who failed all the way from one to five subjects, 
they would not have failed had they themselves put forth a 
reasonable amount of effort. 
In talking with many of these failing pupils in addition 
to having secured the answers on the questionnaires, some 
more or less laughed off their failing grades and made a 
comment to the effect that they would pass the work by the 
end of the year. Several frankly said they could have passed 
if they had so desired~ 
The rest of the reasons given in Table L for having failed 
are so scat·tiered as not to merit individual comment at any 
length. They represent individual differences in pupils for 
the most part. It was felt that it was a tribute to the 
honesty of the pupils to find so few reasons for failure given 
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that even indirec~ly intimated that the fault was With the 
teacher. It has bee:n the experience of the writer that when 
properly approached, pupils are pretty apt to be quite honest. 
With the kind of questionnaire used to gather this information, 
. 
the :pupils could, had they so desired:; have easi·ly placed the 
blame for their failure upon the teacher. That they did not, 
seems to add weight to the first four ite:rns listed in Table L. 
As has been mentioned elsewhere in this report, another 
study was made of failures o:f business education pupils in 
this school. One of the interesting parallels between the 
previous study and the present one was in the results of the 
:failing pupils' opinions as to why they failed., Included as 
Table LI is the summary of reasons for failure given by 
pupils covered in the previous study.. These have been 
included :for comparative purposes, and to some measure indi-
cate that the major reasons for the failure of pupils do not 
vary over the years e 
TABLE,.LI 
Reasons Given B~ Pupils For Their Failures 
In Previous Study 
1. Did not do my homework 
2. Was absent and did not :make up work 
3. Inattention in class 
4, Lack o~ ef~ort 
5. Unable to read and understand subject 
6. Do not follow instructions 
7. Poor preparation 
8. Unable to pass tests 
9. Carelessness 
10. Cannot recite before the class 
11. Dislike subject 
12. Pu.t in advanced subject without passing 
elementary work 
13. Waste time 
14· Not interested 
15. Work too slowly 
16. Dislike teacher 
17. Unable to keep up with class 
18. Teacher unwilling to help 
19. Unable to adjust to machines 
20. Dif~icul ty in understanding directions 
21. Become nervous under class pressure 
22. Poor conduct 
23. My eyes become overtired 
24. Not suf~icient :preparatory training 
25. Entered class late 
26. Teacher unfair 
27. Endeavoring to excel the class 
28. Subject difficult 
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Number o:f 
Times Given 
35 
31 
19. 
19 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
7 
6 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
CHAl?TER IV 
SUMMARY 
In consideration o~ those pupils in the tenth~ eleventh, 
and twelfth grades.who were taking the business education 
work, it was possible to make an analysis on two broad 
bases. 
In the :first place a number of definitely measurable 
factors based upon speci~ic :figures o:f records in the 
school department :permanent :files were considered, includ-
ing the results obtained from the standardized tests given 
to all of the pupils. 
The second group of data were secured from personal 
opinions of both teachers and pupils, and_ while less speci:fic 
in nature, gave much information concerning the :r'easons for 
:failure. 
An attempt was made,: by using the accumulated data in 
as many ways as could be devised, to :find some way by which 
it was possible to "tie inu these data with the known fact 
that the group of pupils under consideration were failing 
one or more subjects. All efforts were directed to the end 
that some of these data would in some way indicai!e why these 
pupils failed • 
. - A.s was said at the beginning of this study, the writer 
.tried to combine the data in various ways, and to use the 
various factors in much the same manner. as a laboratory 
technician usee hi.s oulturte~.-.add and wbt::raot., an<! hope a 
ootabination ot factors ';wld produoe the desired l"OM11t. 
:Bat!1oally-, the tln<.,.ings were not too :1ndittd£tiv• i.n a 
positive way inso:tar ae the teat dl!Lta were oonoe:rneu ,, whil.¥1 
some o:!' 'the non-test data did p.rovid& •ome good materla).. 
Pol lowing are the aonolusiox.ut d$veloped as a !l!"t!Utt:.l t o:t 
th• study of' the <lata ass&m'ble<t in th:te a'tu.df and ba•e<J. on 
li4 
the soore$ ot th$ S~anfo:rd .l()bi.:evement T'flet.; Advanced k1rte:t·;r, 
Part1al 1. Pom. ia 
2. 
5 •. 
There is :no :rel.a;tio:nsb1p b•tween the pupils t 
I. Q .. t $ and tne :t~t tha-t tbey fai~ eonool 
$\tb j eo:ts ., B.otb high and. low I.~*' pu.p:tle 
show t'he SUJ.e 't'0ndene7 1owfU'4s 1'eJ.ll.U'e. 
!'he educational agee o:t the pup:il ts no 
1ndioator of th$ faU:t.ng tendenoitt& of a 
pupil. 
'Readiq.vooabulfliil'7 u.m~a~ by a stf&tl4 ... 
~iJSed teat. 1& no ind1<Jator of f'ail.'tlJNt, tor 
the:rs were d many failurtts with high ::r•ad-
1ng vocabulary SOOX\t$ St.!f 'tha:r• w&r" low 
SOO:t"$$ in thifl tu::ta. 
There ie no e:tgn11'1o~trb :rela:tionship be-
twGen th$ pu.p11•' <Soona in rea41ng cOUI-
preh.nsien u ~1hown b;r a $tandardiz•d 
test and th• tend•nflT to tailt tor 'tht:r:~ 
wer• es m~ failUe$ vd.tb h16h r~adiq 
comprehension soor•• u there ffl$%'$ law 
scores in thie area~ 
St'!Jldardiead test $C0l'i&S :tor arithmetiv 
reuoni.ns u shot.1n by a f!'tandar4i•ed tes-t 
are :no indit>a.tion o~ possible t'a1lure, :tor 
th$.r• ~~• aa many failure$ with hi!h 
arl.thrl•tio reuol'ling scores as there 
were low soo:r:os 1n this l!ll:'ea .• 
6. Wo.'thing signifioet wu found in a:ttempt ... 
ins 'to use 'the pu!):tl• t aoor•s in sri th .... 
met1o tundaant&ls as $1'1 indioe.tor of 
'\ 
failure, 'for there were as many failures 
with high scores in arithmetic :f'und.am.en-
tals as there were low scores in this 
area. 
7. It was felt tha·t; some significance could 
be attached to the total grade placement 
figures, derived from the Stanford 
Achievement Test, for the failing group, 
and that if' these pupils were kept more 
closely assigned to their total grade 
placement in their actual grade placement, 
it might tend to out down on the number of 
:failures. 
8. The pupils who have consistently failed in 
the past are those who make up the bulk of 
the present failing group. 
9 ~ Promotion without minimum accomplishment 
has a tendency to decrease the value of' 
effort on the part of pupils, and lessens 
the ttpenal ty elementtt in failure. 
10. There is no connection between a pupil's 
conduct and his tendency toward failure. 
11.. Absence and tardiness are not necessarily 
significant factors with failures. 
12. The chief cause of failure lies to a large 
extent within the control of the individual 
pupil, and failure or success in any sub-
ject is a matter o:f self-determination as 
far as the pupil is concerned. Pupils and 
teachers alike agreed that the real causes 
of failure were vjithin the realm of the 
pupils' ability to eliminate. 
13. Since the scope o:f this study was limited, 
it was not felt that it was necessary to make 
correlati.ons bmtween the failing grades and 
. all of the test scores in the individual 
areas against which the f'ailing group was 
checked. 
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Recommendations 
In the light of the findings in the study just completed, 
the following recommendations are submitted: 
1. 
2. 
4. 
6 . 
7· 
. ?' 
/' 8. 
Some of the functions of the guidance and 
counseling should be returned to the home-
room teacher who will work in close co-
operation with the individual subject 
teacher~ 
Promotion should be based upon the success-
ful attainment and mastery of a minimum set 
standard of work at a given grade level. 
Pupils should be required .to repeat a grade 
if necessary to attain minimum passing 
standard. 
Social promotion should be abolished in 
both junior and senior high schools. 
Adminis·tJrators should set up and enforce 
rigid regulations regarding willful neglect 
of school work on the part of the pupils. 
Regularly organized and rigidly supervised 
study halls should be established on "after 
school time" for those pupils who fail to 
do their homework when assigned. 
Grades of all business education pupils 
should be scanned at frequent and regular 
intervals by a committee of business 
teachers, and action taken to eliminate 
the :failures before they become too :firmly 
established • 
All placement o:f business education :pupils 
in jobs should be handled through the 
business education department. 
/ 9. A general tightening up of regulations and 
a raising of standards could drastically 
reduce failures and improve instruction. 
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Appendix - A 
TO THE .FtJ'PIL: 
We are trying to find the main reason why pupils in the 
Busin.ess Education Department :failed in certain subjects 
:for the last report period. 
There are always several points of view in this matter of 
_failure, and we would like to f'ind out just why the pupil 
himself' thinks he :failed. · 
Please give us, on the :form below, what you hone~tly :feel 
is the reason why yo~ failed. PLEAS_E BE FR.AJX-.-.!OU NEED 
NOT SIGN YOUR NAME UN'LESS YOU WANT TO DO SO. 
LIST EVERY SUBJECT YOU FAILED, AND GIVE REAtWN FOR EAOH, 
PLEASE~· 
When finished, place ·bhis sheet in the envelope and SEAL 
IT. Your teacher will return it to me. · -.-
IF YOU FILLED OUT ONE OF TRESE FORMS IN ANOTHER OLASS DO 
NOT DO THIS· ONE. . 
NAME OF SUBJEOT FAILED 
Melvin 0. Jack 
Head of Business Education 
Department 
REASON I THINK I FAILED 
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